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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
A

9

Largest
Circulation In
The City
Largest
Circulation In
The County

United Press

First...
with
Local News
and
Local Pictures
IN OUR 78th YEAR

Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, June 14, 1957

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Vol. LXXVIII No. 142

14 SOLDIERS KILLED AT FORT CAMPBELL
Huge American Flag Will
Mark Flag Day In New York
By FRED FERGUSON
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK tin —Old Glory
sigll appear in a big way today
At perhaps in fewer numbers
than on some past Flag Days.
A 78 foot by 155 foot Star
Spangled Banner, once nicknamed the "victory" flag and believed to be the biggest American
flag ever made will hang across
the front of a new skyscraper
in New York.
But a major flag maker reported its sales indicate fewer
are bought and used today
lgsi
i n in former years. The caviparty said it sells only one flag
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Union Has
School In
Marshall
k
7
The first annual UAW Western
ntucky
Leadership Institute
as opened at the North Marhall County High School at 700
Vim Wednesday. June 11 by the
/hector of the United Autornotie Workers Union (UAW) Re-*
eon 3. Raymond H. Berndt.
,Region 3 of the UAW covers
the states of Kentucky and Indiana_
The institute, which is the first
of its kind in this area is to bei
an
corne an annual affair and will
offer training to local union delegates in such subjects as union
administration, legislation that
effects collective bargaining, steward training, public speaking
md time study The instructors
. ;or the courses being offered are
union personnel who are recognized as leaders in their respective fields and include William Dodds, Ed Coffey and Robert Kantor of Detroit. Dan Bedell
d Roy Cantrell from Louisville
_ are also among the teachers at
ti.the current institute. The UAW
:-..,„ Region 3 Educational Director in
charge of the school is Carroll
.....;
M. Hutton of Anderson, Indiana.
%Director Berndt is from South
..,--“ Bend and Indianapolis, Indiana.
--.•
The school which will continue
.r each evening through Sunday,
,.1i-, June 16 is being attended by
t g officers and delegates from loctil
'unions 523 at Calvert City, 702
at Paducah. 1066 and 1068-1 at
Murray. More than 80 delegates
are registered students.
International
Representative
f :frank Kavansi who services
local unions in -This area and who
-Is also serving as part of the
resource personnel at the school
introduced Director Berndt, who
in ripening the institute, cautioned the students that they should
not consider the Western KenAucky Institute to be a substitute
for the. annual UAW Region 1
ummer School conducted at
urdue University in Wist Laayette, Indiana but ralfffl. as an
extension of the summer school.
legates from the area will
also attend the 1957 Region 3
Summer School at Purdue where
several hundred UAW members
re enrolled each year during
the two week session.

WEATHER
REPORT
By UNITED PRESS
Southwest Kentucky — Partly
cloudy, warm and humid with
cattered showersand thundertorms mostly in the afternoon
and evening today through Saturday. High today 92. low tonight
73.

h4

Some 5:30 a in 'temperatures:
Covington 68: Bowling Green
72 Paducah 73, Louisville 68
London 66, and Hopkinsville 73.
Evansville, Ind., 69.

today for every 50 flags it sold
20 years ago.
The late Benjamin Altheimer
is generally credited with starting Flag Day. His greatest pleasure in later life was to stroll up
Fifth Avenue here on flag day
and see the hundreds of American flags on patriotic display.
Impressed By Ceremony
Altheimer, a German immigrant who made millions as a
banker and broker in St. Louis,
was impressed with a flag raising
ceremony at Fort Sam Houston
in Texas. In 1911 he offered to
give an American flag to any
institution which would promise
to display it annually on June
14.
Altheimer had learned that
June 14 was the day in 1877
when the Continental Congress
accepted Betsy Ross' flag. Mostly
as a result of his giving away
thousands of American flags,
June 14 has become Flag Day.
But Sam Cbolick and Sam
Schatz, owners of the National
Flag and Display Company which
is a large manufacturer of Amercian flags. said today "our sales
just clorOt indicate that t h e
American public buys and flys
the American flag as much as
they used to. We only sell one
American flag for every 50 we
sold X years ago."
May Be Rernind•r
Coolie* said he hoped the huge
600-pound "victory" flag that
will cover the front of the new
skyscraper
r1djishman
Building
second to tenth
here fro
would
story
remind New Yorkers that the "broad stripes and
bright stars" are still the emblem
of "the land of the free and the
home of the brave."
The giant banner first was
displayed in 1943 on a New York
department store as part of a
war bonds sales appeal.
The flag, carried by eight men
when folded and rigged by a 25man crew, later covered eight
stories of the front of Macy's
department store on VE Day in
1945.

Always Wanted To
Throw Something
At Cop; Bond Set
MIAMI BEACH. Fla. ilf! — The
angry policeman and the spirited
young woman who. fulfilled her
lads ambition by hurling a
sandwich in his face will confront
each other in court today.
Miss Lucille Douty, 28, haled
Into court under 1150 bond, had
her ex-planation ready for the
judge:
"It was worth it I always wanted to throw something at a
cop."
Patrolman Bernie Hyman, described as one of "Miami Beach's
best," had packed a lot of his
outraged feelings into words he
blurted into his prowl car radio
while ham, bread and goo dripped from his face:
"Get that car!"
Miss Douty admitted to patrolmen who halted her sports car
17 blocks later that she had
eased the convertible alongside
the unsuspecting officer wearing
the natty uniform and let go
with her missile.
Paper plate, dirty napkin, ham
sandwich and mustard splattered
right on his face. Then Miss
Douty who was driving several
friends zoomed away.
Hyman, still "burning" several
hours later, said. "It was deliberate, all right."
"How would you feel if you
were standing around minding
your own business when all of
a sudden a sandwich hits you
—pow, right in the kisser'!" he
asked.
Miss Douty, was booked on
a charge of stittering trash.
UNDERGOES SURGERY
Flournoy Parker. prominment
farmer of New Concord. underwent major surgery at the Murray Hospital Wednesday morning. Mr. Parker's brother, Lloyd
Detroit, Mich., has arrived to be
at the bedside of his brother.
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Clevenger Named
To Committee

Girl Scout Day Camp Held
Between Showers Of Rain

BULLETIN

Truck Overturns Into Creek,
Killing 14 And Injuring 9

Ernest A. Clevenger, Jr. MiniLONDON, Ju,ne 14
—Russia
ster of the College Church of
today formally proposed that all
Christ, Murray, was named this
I nuclear tests' be hailed It., a W
'
.
week to a steering committee
Officially named this year their skill, enjoying the oppor- iod of two to three years and
of the CHRISTIAN CHRONICLE
Camp
tunity
Cacajawea,
for
after
the famed
indoor swimming and that an international commission
CRUSADE announced James W.
FT. CAMPBELL, Ky.. June 14 ing. My lett leg was under
Nichols, editor of the CHRISTIAN Indian woman guide to the Lewis dieing. Acting as guards and to be set up to control such an (III —Fourteen soldier! of the someone and my head
was under
and
Clark
sniservisors
were Mrs. Harry . agreement.
Expedition to the
CHRONICLE, a world - wide
storied 101st Airborne Division water,"
•
Valerian Zorin, head of the died
newspaper for churches of Christ, Northwest, the Murray Girl Whayne, Mrs. James Garland,
pinned under a truck which
"I wrenched free and got out
Scout Council Day Camp for Mrs. Dave Gowans. and Mrs_ ' Soviet disarmament delegation,
published in Abilene, Texas.
plunged 25 feet into a creek somehow."
The CHRISTIAN CHRONICLE 1957 was conducted under the Sam Spieeland, aided by former placed the Russian proposal be- Thursday. Nine others were inThe nine injured including CurCRUSADE is a nation-wide sub- direction of Mrs. Alfred Young. Curved Bar Scout Fidelia Austin, fore the tive•power United Na- jured.
tis, none believed badly hurt,
and
Getting
Misses
under
disarmament
tions
Kay
Parker,
way
with
subcommittee
Faye
the
scription campaign during the
A spokesman from the Ft. were taken to 'the base hosmonth of June for the CHRIS- annual swim session at the Carr Ragsdale, and Jeanie Wetherly. conference which resumed after Campbell public information of- pital.
Nine
Health
Whitsun
break
tropos,
today.
Building
totaling
more
at
a
Murray
than
State
TIAN CHRONICLE which refice said some of the men apThe soldiers were returning
The Soviet proposal said an parently
ports the work of churches of College the week preceding. the 110 girls, with their leaders and
were drowned and oth- to within about nine miles of
Day
international
eight
mothers
commission
Camp
assisting,
pruner
should
has
have
held
forth
Christ not only in the United
ers crushed to death when the the base after several days of
States but in all parts of the on a wooded site on the Thomas participated in the day camp observe how the agreement Was big truck skidded off a gravel field training when the tragedy
work.
Much
out
Hargis
and
farm
should
carried
rework
being
has
on
been
the
east
done
highway
world. The publication is the
road Through ,a guard rail into occurred.
only one of its kind published as weather has permitted during toward ca m pcra ri badges. the port on its findings to the U.N. shallow piney Ford Creek.
Council and the U.N.
Security
the
younger
girls
past
week.
asisted
by
the
"We don't know yet just how
for churches of Christ.
During the.'swim session, six older, more experienced scouts General Assembly.
they died but an investigation
Nichols states: "We fell most
now
working
scouts
toward
worked
their
toward
Curvthe
comalready is underway," a spokesfortunate in having Ernest Cleved Bar Award, having completed
man said.
enger, Jr. work with us In this pletion of their swimming badge,
First
with
Mrs.
Class
Scout
Ted
requirements.
Clack
assisting.
Pvt. Ronald J. Curtis 21 of
effort. Our campaign for worldwhile
the
For
the
younger
other scouts added to
girls the exKalamazoo, Mich., who escaped
wide circulation appears destined
perience
of setting up a complete I
with his face bloodied from cuts.
to be a tremendous success"
camp-site was an eye-opeher am'
said survivors held the heads of
While only 24 years of age,
the hard work involved a novelty
trapped Men above water to try
Nichols was instrumental in 1951
By Barletta A. Wrath•r
that packed the extra punch of
to keep them from drowning.
in helping raise bettec than $250,Home
Demonstration
Agent
providing real training in the
Curtis said only about three of
000 00 to enable the broadcast
In managing a home one of
techniques of survival so often
the men got out from under the
of the coast-to-coast Herald of
Both trucks were called out
the
things
that
we
need
to
do
is
NEW YORK
— Rumors mentioned by spokesmen for the
wreckage. A. helicopter had to last night about 7:30 when a call
Truth radio program produced
of the effectiveness of a new Civil Defense -program. Ti the to keep our equipment in good be used to lift
one end of the came to the local fire departby the Highland Church of Christ
anti-cancer drug made a chemi- scouts, however, this was a condition. As each of you know, truck off the bodies
of the other ment from the college. The fire
in Abilene, Texas. Ile was regular
cal firm's stock the most active speces of game. Scores of girls in early July we begin storing men
speaker on this radio and telewas contained in a long one
on the New York Stock Ex- hew been introduced to the our winter supply of food. In , The one
and one-half ton story barracks located next to
vision series, carried on more
order for us to have the best
way
eut-af-doors
that
change
will
in
a
Thursday
and
raised
its
than 300 radio and television
product possible in the winter Army truck was returning 23 the Carr Health' Building.
price to a new high fer the dessible them to enjoy themselves
nsent of the 101st from field
The fire had good headway
stations, for four years but in
self-reliance as time, we Must make preparation training
build
up
.
year.
when it skidded on a whelp the firemen arrived, atthe latter part of 1954 resigned
now by getting our equipment
tarns
issued
a
't
statement
c.Ve in hill ',unary nes• ehis tains.... the.
ha Nadi° and television work ter'
the one mile
Ti! the best scouting tradittm. in feed oenOitien for our food 111e_nriseky -Ten n ogee border
and *sem `sot Main /*met I
ro•ord
become editor of the CHRISTIAN lifistediately after the close of'
preservation period.
gets
rained
every
good
the
day-camp
exchange
cautioning
that
the
thine. One line was run to the
CHRONICLE.
It will take but a few minute' hit the rocky creek bed...
drug is not a cancer cure and Out at some tune during the
Curtis s*d he felt the truck blaze from the corper of the
of your time to bring the lid of
has not been fully evaluated session, usually when the great15th
Building across
your pressure canner to the Ex- "swerving to the right" on the Science
)et as-a palliative — something est number of scouts has settled
tension Office and have it check- curving downgrade but said. "I Street, with two other lines conwhich reduces the violence of down for the over-night camped.- so that when your vegetables' thought the driver would bring nected at the end.
out. This year the over-nighters
a disease without curing it.
smothered
quickly
Firemen
come in you will be prepared to it out of the skid — then I saw
but
lucky.
shade
more
The drug, produced by E. R. were a
the flames which were beginning
preserve them. This service is the bridge come up."
NEW YORK, June 14 IT — Squibb & Sofa,
Day
Camp
was identified the grand climax of
Curtis said even then he to break through the top of the
available to everyone in t h e
Thursday as a steroid compound,
said
Billy Graham
a name activities, the Camp Fire Court county.
thought it was only "a pretty 12 room barracks, however it
night that his New York crusade describing a group
of chemicals of Awards, scheduled for Thursgood scare — nothing serious," took almost two hours to comhad fallen into an expected fifth- related to various hormones
of day evening, with supper served
but the next moment he "had pletely extinguish the entire fire.
week slump that requires Chris- the body.
to the parents at 5:00, Court of
Ni, one was living in the bara falling sensation, followed by
tians to pray and act to pUmp
Squibb and Olin Mathieson Awards at 6:00. has had to be
racks. but smoldering mattresses
a thud, not a crash.
new spirtual vigor into it.
Chemical Corp.. its parent. coma- postponed to this evening. Fri"There was a feeling of pres- and other items stored in the
Attendance at his sermons has nv. said in a joint
statement: day, June 111, At that time any
barracks added to the work foa.
not fallen off noticeably. Thurs- "The compound is still in its scooters. board members, leaders,
NEW YORK 6/11 —. Searchers sure against us. Everyone was
tossed around. There was the firemen.
being
was
crowd
of
17,000
might's
day
infancy clinically.. It would be Scouts and Brownies, will receive Thursday night found a hoard of no panic, no screaming, no yellThe west end of the barracks
about average and more than riremature es en to
attempt a awards earned during the past nearly $275.000 in cash in the
was the only part damaged by
535.000 persons have heard Gra- deduction as to the compound's session. Parents will have an dilapidated apartment of a womthe fire. The large white truck
ham's sermons since the crusade ultimate effectiveness at this
recluse who died three weeks
ex- opportunity to observe what their an
returned to the station when it
began May 15.
tremely early point in its test- girls have accomplished and to alt. at the age of 80.
was obvious that the red truck
The surprise cache was found
But Wednesday. night's 336 ing."
participate in the campfire cerecoulgsrhandle the fire. City police
"decisons for Christ" was .the
Olin Mathieson stock rose from mony with songs led by Mrs. In a wooden box in the second
weg ih the scene of the fire to
A Murray residen4_)s. being
lowest number recorded since the $53.88 to $58.50 during trading Donna Tolley, music consultant floor Staten Island apartment
from the afgold tiaffback
arir
iana
revival started and Thursday Thursday with 106,200 shares to the Girl Scouts.
where Mrs. Emma Buhl De Hart held by the Marion,•
fected
;vas stricken May 23. It was police, the sheriff's
night's 447 "decisions" w a s changing hands Its ptevious high
s.
unearthed by a party that in- yesterday.
roughly two-thirds the number for the year had been $56.25.
Officials in the Indiana own
nephew
cluded
Graham hds averaged nightly.
a
of
Mrs.
De
The statement said the drug
Hart's Albert K. Buhl; attorney are trying to turn Toy Farmer.
"I feel myself, and members is under study on a small numbJoseph E. Dworkin, a represen, Jr. over to West Kentucky relaof our crusade team agree with er of patients at Sloan-Kettering
me, that we're falling down in Institute for Cancer Research
tative of the state tax coriimIll- tives, the county officers learned
-through a telephone call. They
our prayers," Graham said. "This herd., at Jackson Memorial HosDanny Cunningham, Wayne sion and Police.
always happens in the fifth week pital., Miami. and at the UniverThe search was launched- when are holding him at Marion.
Ezell, Ronald Crouse, and Tomof our crusades—it happened in sity of Miami Medical School.
De Hart's nearest relatives.
my Greer from the Spring Creek Mrs.
QUAKE ROCKS LUZON
London and Glasgow. The Miami -Medical School's and Cherry Corner Baptist unable to find a will, received
R. C. "Ned" McIntoish. age 01,
"I'm asking you to pray with Research Department announced churches, attended
State permission from the Richmond
the
MANILA V- — 'Earthquakes passed away last night after an
all your hearts for this crusade, today that it had had successful Royal Ambassador Camp. June County Surrogate's Court to inranging from feeble to strong illness of five days.
and then go a step farther—go results in treating zo breast 10-15. at Cedarmore Baptist As- spect the flat, above a clothing
rocked northern a n d central
He is survived by his wife,
store.
out and be an evangelist your- cancer patients with a new pill. sembly, Bagdad, Kentucky.
Island for several seconds Alma; one daughter, Sharon McLoren
The money — all in bills —
self—bring in your unchurched It said the drug is not a cure
Hal Shipley, Bobby Key and
today.
Intnishg one son, Thadus, of
friends."
but is designed for use "only Kenneth ,'Garland
as was found in a bedroom, one
served
Texas; his motfief. Fannye Mcafter surgery has failed" to stop counselors. A total of 153 campers of the few rooms that remained
Intoish, Tulsa, Okla.: one sister,
liveable after a fire swept a
the spread of the cancer in such attended this week.
Mrs. H. M. Thrllaus. Tulsa. Okla.;
section
of
the
apartment
eight
cases.
by
sponsored
are
camps
These
one brother, S. J. McIntoish,
"This does not wipe out can- the Kentucky Baptist Brother- years ago. In spite of the tire
Lawton, Okla.; and two grandcer." one of the research doctors hood Department, and under the damage. Mrs. De Hart continued
children .
said. "Rather, it checks cancer direction of J. C. Bellew. Louis- to live in the dingy apartment
Funeral services will be conWhen she became ill. Mrs.
growth and prolongs the life ville, State Royal Ambassador
ducted Saturday. afternoon at
telephoned
Harvey Hillman of Murray of the patient."
a
Hart
niece,
De
Secretary.
1:00 at the J. H. Churchill Funroute six brought in a lithoasking her to get help. Police
eral Home. Rev. Howard Nichelaa
graphed picture entitled "Home
had to force 'entry to remcive
will conduct the funeral services.
the elderly woman .to a hospital.
on the Mississippi" which was
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
She died the same day
made in 1871.
Home is in charge of the funeral
The picture is in color and
arrangements.
is in excellent condition. Mr.
Hillman said that the picture
was given to his mother Henrietta Eggner Hillman by her
father Milton Eggner, who formBurpn Jeffrey, superintendent
By United Pryer
erly ran the ferry. at Eggner's
of Calloway County Schools, will
Kentucky — Temperatures for
Ferry.
attend the School Building Conthe five - day period, Saturday
She was six years of age
ference to be held at the Unla
through Wednesday, will average
when the picture was given to
versity of Kentucky, June 47,
from two to five degrees above
her She kept the picture on
18. and 19.
normal in the west and five to
the wall until her death about
The program is jointly sponetyht degrees above normal if
23 years ago. Mr. Hillman has
sored by the University of Kentthe east. Kentucky normal
the picture in his possession
, -glacky and the State Department
DR. HERBERT URGER (above) of 74. Only minor temperature
now.
'
- of' Education, and has been jointNew York said he would make changes during the period are
The scene shows two homes
ly planned ta provide informa"no further comment" on his expected. Rainfall will average
lohated on the banks of the
tion and help in several importstatement that wiper perform- from 34 t
14 inches with
Miasissiwpi with a steamboat on
ant areas.
ances by athletes, such as un- occasional periods of scattered
the river A horsedrawn surrey
der-four-minute miles, have t hundershowers.
and a buggy are passing on
A 'SHAKY' SITUATION
been achieved by use of pep-up
the road in front of the home.
pills. His statement aroused a
DOCTOR CAUGHT
CORABL GABLES, Fla 1.14 —
storm of protest Don Bowden,
VICE PRESIDENT Frank W. Brewster of the Teamsters' union
Traffic engineer William Welions
FLAT ROCK, Ind. —Mt-- Dr.
University of California runner
FATE LEE PATIENT
(center) confers with his attorneys, John K. Pickens (left) and
said motorists have taken the
who recently became the first J. A. Davis had the surprise of
city for $7,000 in recent months.
his life .He caught the measles.
Jerry N. Griffin, during a recess of his trial for contempt of
American to-do a mile in under
L. L "Fate" Lee is a patient
They have discovered, .he said,
Congress. He went to trial after a Federal judge denied a move
four minutes, was among those "I had them a days before I knew
at the Murray Hospital. Mr. Lee
they can make parking meter.
It," he said. He said he probably
denying he ever used any such
to void the 31 counts of the indictment.
suffered a stroke this week, and
register by shaking them instead
(International) caught them from a recent case
energizers.
(International Soundphoto)
is partially paralized.
of using coins.
he treated.
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THE LEDGER & TIMES
IPUBLIARED BE LEDGER a TIMES rUBLISHINO COMPANY.
Lc.,
Otheolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and
The
.1rees-liereld. October ID, 1928, and the West Kentuckian,
January
(1,1942.
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
ffe reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor,
Ns Public Voice item, which in our opinion are not for the beet
interest ef our readers.
NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., lisa
Monroe. MerraAia, Tenn.; 250 Park Ave, New York; an N. Michigan
Eve, Chicago; $O Bolyston St., Boston..
lintered Si the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmtsaton as
Second Class Matter
IPUBSCREPEKX4 RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 30c, per
albon.ki Me. In Calloway and adjukning counues, per year 23.50, euesmere

Stan Musial
Leads All Star
Balloting

NEW YOltK lilt — Stan (The
Man) Mums! of the St. tains
Laramais, who has played in
13 major league Ali-Star games,
MENACE TO PEACE
tescLs we Nauonai League young
today In the first pia resuiLs
•
announced by Commissioner 9 orn
ince the riot in Formosa and the surender of an Ameri- L. rick s office.
hluallin watt set a National
can soldier to a Japanese court on a charge of acck
League record by piayuitg his
deritly killing a tresspasser the public is beginning to oaora consecutive genie Weetake a new look at our occupation forces overseas, and aesaay flight, has attracted a
many are surprised to learn twelve years after the last total 'of it,4e15 votes for first
uase in the first tauY of ballots
world war ended we have a total of 794,000 of them.
Shim all sections urn the CLAMsomething like fifteen million men under try.
arms during the last war, but experts tell us only between Pk:sides Msuial, the only 1956
who lead ifl tne early
one and two million of them ever smelled powder. If that starters
young for this year a game at
be true we are maintaining through back-breaking taxes nt. Lotus. Juiy a, are sea neltier
an army almost as large as our combat forces in the last rrank notarloon and catcher tai
datiey, both of the cincinnaU
great war.
tveutegs. Musial started last year s
We would not want to reflect on the integrity of our game as a rignt
She closest young mus far is
military leaders who think we are promoting peace by at shortstop, where Al Darit ea
maintaining such large overseas forces, but we honestly the caramals nas pined 4,245
believe it does more to provoke war than anything else votes to a,s4rit for Roy bacMioan
ut the heaiegs. Mcaluian won
we could do.
the starting assignment in teat'.
Willie
to the New 'York
People of the South knew what it meant to have their Giants isMays
runner-uØ' d Musiai
land occupied by a victorious and unsympathetic enemyi in popularity with 11,807 votes
and their decendents resent it even at the end of foui tor center held.
vote
generations. The people in occupied countries overseas In the first cumulative
the leauers at each position are:
undoubtedly feel the same about us.
atusial. 15; Schoencuenst, uterus
atl; fAt Mathews, Draves, an;
Carpet-baggers never understood they were not.want- Dark, SS; Itooinson, Lr; Mays,
ed in the South. Some married Southern girls and spent La'; Hans Aaron, Braves, nr;
the rest of their lives in conquered states. A few here Batley, C.
the early American League
.and there became a part of the South, but most of them. balloting will be announced tater
.either returned to tneir homes or spent their lives as in the day. Voting is being
"aliens." Can we expect Japs and Germans, or' even conducted by various newspapers
and radio and television stations
Italians, to love us?
throughout the country. Balloting
It may tape take a generation for us to find out for the teams closes at midnight,
June 27.
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Luke Easter's
Booming Bat
• A-t Majors
AMILS

•,

MAJOR LEAGUE

11/
UNIT=
Mae

UK Plans 25 '
Fists
Game Schedule
On Cage Card

Fly As Dodgers Fall
To Braves In 8-5 Melee.

STANDINGS

L,EXINGTON 11/R — The Umsity of nentucky oisakeioaii
team will play a 2a-game Lea/.
ad cage caru aescribeo as one
of its toughest in terms ea
calibre of opposition to oe mew
Pct. GB and travel invoivea, it was an •
Milwaukee
30 21 588
nouncea today.
Philadelphia
29 21 580
%
Cincinnati
UK liftletic Director Bernie
31 23 .574
%
Brooklyn
Shively seal the scneuule wiu
29 22 589
1
St. Louis
uiciuue 11 noine appearances aria
28 22 550
New York
23 3.1 426 8% ,lz" 'garner at inner sites in
Pittsburgh
20 32 385 10% ,addiuun to the lath annual
Chicago
14 32 304 13% university of nentucay Inviteuoinu iournameut here Dec. zu21.
Yesterday's Results
Newcomers to the 1958 scheMilwaukee 8 Brooklyn 5
dule income unaeteatea iaai naNew York 7 Chicago 4
tional criampah isurtn Laroima,
Pittsburgh 3.Cincinnati 2
west V irgima, No. il in inc
Philadelphia 8 St. Louis 1, night tinal Loi‘ect Press ratings last
season; ear- powerful anunesma,
which Laushea that] UI the sog
Today's Games
ten iast year. Inc three new
toes will compete wort mist
St. Louis at Brooklyn, night
Cincinnati at New York, night" nentucky in t. h e invitational
tournament this winter.
Chicago at Pittsburgh, night
Milwaukee at Philadelphia, night
Outer newcomers to be faced
by a team rated as stronger
man last year s squad wtocri
cupped a recurct 11th southeastern
Tomorrow's Gaines
comerence title amid rolieu op
St. Louis at Brooklyn
a zo-a record, ifteitstse Uillu State
Cincinnati at New York
anu Loan State.
Milwaukee at Philadelphia
nentucay opens at home against
Chicago at Pittsburgh
Duke. Dec. a wan the en•latne
wsuncuon ca never having iost
a season opener since lams Our.ng a tras ei-pacitett Decemoer,
W L Pct. GB wturn Wilt mina the wiiacats
traveung some sl,Stiv air miles,
Chicago
33 17 .680
isentucity will piay such top30 22 .577
New York
4
Detroit
nutcn competition as sempse,
29 25 .537
4
Cleveland
27 24 .529 6% ataryiana, St. Louis and Senitnern
Boston
metnuaist.
/7 27 .500
8
Baltimore
23 29 .442, 11
ine cats will open the conKansas City
23 30 .434 11% ference portion ot Use scneaule
Washington'
19 3'7 .339 17 • against creergia 'feels at memorial Couseum on .Jan. 4 and
the only interruption in the
Yesterday's Results
lop schedule will be a game
against lanrola of Chicago at
New York 4 Chirac', 3
Chicago Stadium Feb. 14.
.
Detroit 2 Baltimore 1

National League

American League

•

(
I

en separate decisions have been handed down by the
Supreme Court within the past year which have
seriously crippled the FBI in identifying and prosecutin
g
subversives, and a new one recently renders null and void
-much evidence revealed by Congressional Committee
s
against racketeering in labor unions
The decision, which was 9 to 0: reversed a contempt
citation against a labor union leader who refused to
submit union books and records to a Grand Jury because
of
his rights under the Fifth Amendment against
self-incrimination.
The high court held the "compulsory productio
n of
corporate or association records by their custodian
is
readily justifiable, but the custodian may withhold
information as to the whereabouts of the records."
under that decision it would appear a racketeer
could have information as to his theft of union
funds
in his pockets and defy a Congressional Committe
e to get
it by invoking the Fifth Amendment.
Our Supreme Court is often referred to as a
"court
of equity". As jrch it has always been the.last
,
resort for
persons, or inst utions, to escape persecution or
injustice.
Is it possible that It can degenerate into a
haven for
.
Cogimuniats and racketeers?

1

I

Five Years Ago Today
Ledger & Times File

Governor Lawrence Wetherby will present the awards at the close of the North-South Basketball game
here in Murra#, according to a release today.
WOrd has been received of the death ot Captain Edwin James, 33. son of Mr. and Mrs. Cleve James and
brbther of Grover Wood James,
Raymond Tidwell has returned to his home after having undergoie maor surgery at the :Vanderbilt Hospital.
Mrs. 5olon Darnell was hostess at her home on South
Tenth Street for the monthly meeting of the Ann Hasseltine Class of the Memorial Baptist Church, held Monday
at seven-thirty o'clock.
The Wesleyan Circle will meet With Mr. Bobby Grogan at seven-thirty o'clock. with Mrs. James M. Lassiter
in charge of the program. Miss Lottye Suiter will be the
guest speaker.

second
Satchel Paige, the pitcher who
rolls along like old man river,
stopped a six-game Miami losing streak as he relieved teammate Earl Hunsinger to give
the Marlins a 6-1 victbry over
the Toronto Maple Leafs. The
defending pennant winners took
the nightcap, 3-0, behind Humberto Robinson, who won his
ninth game to become the league's
winningest pitcher.
Lynn Lovenguth flashed the
form that made him the league's
most valuable pitcher in 1956
as he choked the Columbus Jets
on one run over six relief innings to give Rochester a 5-4,
11-ining triumph which enabled
the Red Wings to cling to fourth
place.
Billy Harris became the Montreal Royals' biggest winner, gaining his fifth victory in eight
decisions as he turned back
the Havana Sugar Kings, 9-1.
Orlando Pena, the winner, Jerry
Lane and Pat Scantlebury teamed up to give Havana a 5-3
decision over the Royals in the
nightcap.

semewstreempasabsew-

Silwatskl, Bruton Homer
In Thursday's other A. L.
games, Detroit edged Baltimore,
2-1, and rookie Jack Urban
pitched Kansas City to a 6-2
victory eve; Washington in his
first major league game.
The Pirates registered their
ninth . victory in 13 starts by
licking the Redlegs, 3-2; t h e
Giants beat the Cubs 7-4, and
the Phils snapped the Cardinals'
eight-game winning streak, 8-1,
in other N.L. contests.
Reserve catcher Carl Sawatski
GARBAGE, COLOR ADDED
drove in four runs for Milwaukee
with two doubles and a homer in
a victory that was credited to
Bob Trowbridge. Bill Bruton hit
CHICAGO (1." — Chicago's 29th
two homers for the Braves and Ward boasts that it has the most
Gino Cimoll connected for Brook- colorful garbage cans in tit.:
lyn.
city. The cans were 'painted
Kelly, and shamrock green, red,
Action Aplenty
blue, yellow, orange and other
The fight between Logan and bright
colors by youngsters as
Drysdale eruptod in the secglad part of a "Make The Allie,s
inningafter "he Brooklyn pitcher Beautiful" campaign.
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PHILADELPHIA API — Another
record was tacked beside the
name of Stan Musial today and
the St. Louis Cardinals' first
baseman, as perfect a gentleman
as hr is a baseball craftsman,
grinned like a schoolboy.
•
He played his 823rd consecutive game Wednesday nigh t,
cracking the record of 822 held
by former Pittsburgh Pirate first
baseman Gus Suhr. Bashful Stan
admitted it was a mark held
by his one-time idol.
"When I was a Kid at Donora
(Pa.), the Pirates were my ball
club," Stan reminisced. "Every
time I could get to a ball game
I did and Suhr was one of m
heroes."
The new iron man of the
older loop fingered a telegram.
It
read: "Congratulations o n
breaking the National League
record for games played. Rooting for you to get your 3,0
hit."
It was from Milbraie,,. Ca114
and signed, 'Sincerely, Gus St/hr.'
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FILM CABINET
TTPEWRITE1 STAND
SIOBASE CABINET

Continuous
Form s

—all-in-one —
littl

am.

No. 379 LITTER INES
A filing cabinet, typewriter
stand
and storage cabinet all in one. Boll "si
bearing retractable typewriter desk
and
two storage compartments
under lock
and key. Also three full suspension
ter files. Heavy steel, 34'." wide, lethigh, 17" deep. Green or gray 40h"
finish.
No. 379
.$64.50
LEGAL SIZE, The above cabins, with
instead of letter sire drawers. 37':" legal
wide,
ars- high, 17" deep. No. 879
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High Schoolers
Make Color Movie

East Maple St.

Gus Suhr Sends
Congrats
,
To Musial

ON ALL ORDERS

Buick Will
Sponsor TV
Heavy Bout

FONT, Mich. — Buick will
lionsor the,telecast of thyweight championship tight between Floyd Patterson and Tommy (Mu-rice:le) Jackson July
29, Edward T. Ragsdale, general
manager of Buick and vice
president of General Motors, announced.
The fight, •• which will take
place at the Polo Grounds in
New York City, will go on the
air at 9 p.m. e.s.t. It will not be
televised in the New York area.
If weather forces a postponement, the fight will be 'held
at the same time the following
night. If a sercund postponement
is necessary, the fight will be
held the followitig Monday, Aug.
5.
The bout is expected to attract
the greatest TV _audience in
boxing history and the promoters
TRAVERSE CITY, Mich .—— anticipate a million dollar-plus
Two high school juniors here gate.
pooled their hobbies to produce
Buick was the pioneer in the
a color motion picture showing. radio broadcasting vf
. championcrystal growth.
ship fights and. other renowned
Al Royce and Norris Anderson spurting events, haste entered the
produced the movie. "Symmetry field in the mid-'30's as sponsor
in Science," combining the tal- of many of Joe Louis' outstandents of Royce, the photographe,, ing fights, including both Louisand Anderson, the chemist.
Schemeling fights, the LouisThe film shows the growth Braddock fight and the Louis;
.
Of metallic crystals and the geo- Baer fight, which set all-time
metrical shapes of common cry- highs for listening audiences for
stals.
that era.

104

Urban Stara
Urban's debut with Kansas
City was a dandy. Called up
from Denver of the American
Association last week end, the
young right Mulder allowed only
five hits and struck out foul..
Bob Cerv, Harry Simpson, Hee
Lopez and Joe DeMaestri homered for the A's.
Gene Baker's ninth inning sacrifice fly scored Bill Mazeroski
with Pittsburgh's winning run.
Bob Friend limited the ftedlegs

to six bits_ in posting his fourth
victory and giving the Pirates a
sweep of the four-game series.
Both of Cincinnati's runs v.ere
the result of homers by Don
Hoak.
Home rtins by Whitey Lockman, Ray Jablonski and Red
Schoendienst powered the Giants
.
s
to Dien. triumph over the Cubs.
victory
CardinalsI'he Ph
yd
in.to
vaulted them
second piaec, a half-game back of
Milwaukee.

TOP QUALITY

.rmimimminimmomm
Murray Lumber Co. Inca

sir

winiams, who unn't have to
resort to his fists, became the
first American League player ever to hit three home runs in a
single game twice in the same
season when he led the Red Sex
to a 9-3 victory over the Indians.

hit the Milwaukee shortstop in
the back with a pitch. First the
two players exchanged woras,
then traded punches as players
from both clubs rushed out onto
the field.
There was even more action
in the Yankees-White Sox game
after Larry Doby of the White
Sox had to hit the dirt in Inc
first inning to avoid being struck
by one ot Art Ditmar's pitches.
Doby and Darner swung at each
other 'and a number of other
fights soon broke out, involving
Billy Martin, Bill Skowron and
Enos Slaughter of t.he Yanks on
one side and Walt Dropo and
Doby of the White Sox on the
other.
The Tigers, who had lost seven
Straight games to Ray Moore
dating back to 1955, scored both
their runs off him in the sixth.
Charley Maxwell hit his 12th
homer and J. W. Porter doubled
home the deciding .un in the
same frame.

ACCURATE SERVICE AND

1
1

.

By MILTON RICHMAN
United Press Spore Writer
Milwaukee bounced into first
place in the National League today with fists flying and the
Yankees literally tooisat their
way to within lour owes of the
American League lean. ied WilStains gut in .41e nest --punch" of
au wan a recora-smasmag home
run spree.
The Braves moved a half game
ahead of the N.L. pack tay Satiating the Dodgers, 8-5, in a contest that featured a fist tight
between Milwaukee's Johnny Le•
gan and Broolyn's Don Drysdale,
while the Yankees defeated the
White Sox, 4-3, after both club
had engaged in a 28-minute freefOr-all.

Boston .9 Cleveland 3

Kan. City 6 Washington 2, night
Russia suffered more as a result of the war than any t
of the defeated countries, yet we have given our former
.
- enemies assistance almost without limit, while spending
Today's Games
By UNITED PRESS
'70;• of our annual budget on "defense" against our
Dancing feet and a booming -Washington at Chicago, night
'former ally—Russia.
bat add up to a combination 'New York at Kansas City, night
We certainly don't know the answer to international that may rocket gigantic Luke Boston at Detroit, night
problems, but we have an opininn on Maintaining over Easter . of the Buffalo Biseas Baltimore at Cleveland, night
right back into the major leagues.
three quarters of a million men in overseas armed forces. The former Cleveland Indian
Tomorrow's Games
Our opinion is that it does not promote peace, but that it slugger, Pushing 36 and punishInternationa
ing
l League hurlers, Washington
does provoke war by creating hatred, jealousy and
Chicago
ten- bashed ips 18th homer Wednes- New York atatKansas
City
sion.
day night to highlight Buffalo's Boston M. Detroit
1 I
5-4 triumph over the league- Baltimore at Cleveland
leading Richmond Virginians. Eas•
•
ALARMING DECISIONS
ter's homer topped a four-run
•
inning.
I

JUNE 14, 1957

Braves Fight To Leads

FRIDAY — JUNE 14, 1957

whether inc
billion dollars we have devoted
to "foreign aid ' was worth-while. We have never
thought so, but former Secretary of State George Marshall thinks it is inc uest, thing. we ever dill and he Nap
the only mistake *as made tn. not including Soviet Russia,.
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No. 179....

Sans* as No. 379 but with two
drawets for 3s3 or 4.6 index double
cards
(6400 capacity) replacing the
file drawer. Olive green or top letter
Cole gray.

Plunip•r typo lock rl•ot outomoticorly
lock, at

GM,
Checks

.........
.A.o.lable in Grained Walnut, Mahogany
or Knotty Pine

$65.95
$7.50 oddit;000l
additional
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FARM PAGE

Farm News And Other ltams Of
interest To Our Readers
In The

l Girl Is
Dromearass And Alfalfa Is The Loca
Apprentice Home
Best Hay Ever,Says Farmer Agent At Benton

Slow Down In
Farm Costs
Is Foreseen

Rural Areas And Communities
Of Calloway County.

Mobile Brucellosis Testing Lab In Service

Wheat Farmers Vote June 20
On Possible Market Quota

Miss Nancy Thompson of Hazel,
a senior in home economics E
By JAMES 0. BURKEEN
Says Mr. Smith, "My brother, Murray State College
, has been
Soil Conservation Service
Lee Smith, Tiline, told me this
Mr. Mr, P. Smith, Salem, Ken- spring
that I should quit raising
tucky, says that bromegrass and
LEXINGTON. Ky. (Special) — Into
corn, sow my corn field in
the farm's over-all crop
Kentucky wheat farmers vote
alfalfa is the best hay that he grass
plan.
and sit under the trees
.LEXI
NGTON
,
Ky.
June
(Speci
20 on whether or not to
ever fed. Says Mr. Smith. "My and
al) —
"Some farmers may welcom
watch the cattle graze. After
Economists of the Kentuc
e
have wheat marketing quotas.
ky Ag'attic alinost run over me when
the opportunity to sow more
all this rain this spring I have
ricultural Experiment St
than,
To be eligible, a grower must
a t i on
I am feeding hay. They eat
their
decided he is right."
foresee a slow -down in'
allotment if their acreage'
have more than 15 acres
the next
every straw. There is no waste."
of of row crops exceeds their
Mr. Smith showed me his
year or so in rise of farm
wheat
wheat for harvest in 1958. The
-living
Dairymen reports bromegrass v.aterw
allotment. Often times it is conays that he established last
and production costs.
'yes" or "no" votes will be
They made
is a good _milk producer, the
sidered too late to sow a small
fall. Like a lot of waterways
this statement this week
for continuation or cancellation
in their
reason being a very high protein
grain other than wheat after the
completed last fall, there was
hi-weekly outlook letter.
of msrketing quotas and a price
content. According to Morrison
row crops are harvested; in'
some washing' in spots.
The economists, noting
support rate based on 75 per
a 19
Feeds and Feeding, 21st edition,
other cases, farmers may feel
He wanted to know what he
nei cent rise in costs
cent of parity on the 1958 wheat
above the
alfalfa hay 1/10 to 1/2 bloom
their wheat allotment is too
should do.' I advised him that
1947-49 level, said that
crop.
contains 15.3 per cent protein,
one-third
small to fool with. However, if
it would not be a good idea to
of the jump oecurred
Buel Lanpher, Kentucky Agin the
bromegrass hay, before bloom,
marketing penalties were not in
rework the waterway because
last 15 months. "Rising
ricultural Experiment Station agA14.5, and orchard grass hay,
noneffect a larger acreage of wheat
he had a perfect sod except a
farm wages and their effect
ricultural economist, lists a few
'early cut, 7.7 per cent protein.
on
might be sown on which labor
2 foot strip down the center,
retail prices as well as on
factors involved in the referfarm
Mr. Smith is cooperating with
and machinery could be more
I suggested that he might try
wages have contributed
endum.
materially
the Soil Conservation Service
efficiently used."
putting strips of fescue sod every
to these higher farm
If voted in, there would be
costs but
in running a field test on ,south5 feet. Mr. Smith sail, "Why
wages are not likely -ter
marketing quota penalties on
ern bromegrass and, alfalfa, Elsincrease
heck would not it be better
so fast this year and there
wheat .produced on acres in
berry bromegrass and alfalfa, and
is
to fill the bare spot solid with
a tendency for small
excess of the allotment. The
wage inorchard. grass and alfalfa. When
fescue."
creases not to have so
penalty would be 45 per cent
I was out there latt week he
much
Of course that would be the
effect on retail prices," the
-of parity per bushel; the
was cutting it for hay.
letter
1957
Grain fields in Kentucky this
ideal thing to do. I was just
says. •
penalty.' for instance, is $1 12
Bromegrass. has the ability to trying to make
year
apparently won't be subKentucky's land values rose
the job a little
a bushel. Price elihport would
withstand the drought because easier. The
Miss Nancy Thompson
jected to a heavy invasion of
10 per cent between March
thicker you spot
be $1 78 a bushel; this is
1956
tit has a deep root system. The the grass the
a
armywo
rms, says the UK Agriand March 1957. they said,
better.
minimum which could be raised
appointed to serve during the
with
roots may grow as deep as 5
cultural Experiment Station enIf you do not have time to
the prospect of more increas
if the parity price increases by
summer as an apprentice to the
es
or 6 feet deep. It requires a sod the washed
tomology department.
this year Nationally, land values
out places solid, home agent
July I, 1958. Acreage allotments
in Marshall County
productive soil. If you can grow the next best
rose 7 per cent. Higher
thing would be at Benton
for 1958 would be down an
tobacco
Few of the moths that lay
.
alfalfa you can grow brome- to put sod
prices, good 1956 crops, overall
in every 5 feet.
average of 2.5 per cent for the eggs from which
During the week of June 3
grass.
the armyPerhaps these strips of grass
price inflation, demand for
1958.
worms develop are being trapped
land
to 8, she attended a training
Mr. Smith is going to fence will catch a
for off-farm employment
little soil. Then in school
If voted out, there would be now in light traps, says
and
at the University of KenA his pond, and put a watering the
Kenneth
fall run the disk very lightly
no quota penalties on wheat Starks, entomologist,
tucky for the 15 county and farm enlargement, and soil bank
trough below the fill. Says Mr. across
indicating
the bare places and sow home
payments probably contributed
grown
in
excess
that
egg-la
of
apprent
ying
allotme
ice agents recently
is near compleSmith, "I don't want my cattle fescue.
nts;
price supports would be 50 per tion. There apparently
appointed, then assisted in various to the land value rise.
to tramp my pond full of mud
was only
In covering the county I find
The economists forecast rising
cent
of
parity
a
capacit
light
as
ies
hatch
of
with the annual 4-H
from eggs laid
• in a few years. I want them that
July 1,
a lot of farmers are not progra
prices
in
the
1958,
fall
for
or
a
eggs
earlier
support
and
,
he
m, which was attended by
says, as very few
price of
Wto have clean water to drink."
using fertilizer to maintain their
noted that the upswing could •
"somewhere around $1.20 to $1.25 of the arrnyworms were
about 1,400 boys and girls.
Mr. Smith has been raising a waterv.ay.
found
Anytime grass in Your
start in mid -summer. The numba
bushel.
"
The
in
state
Mils
1958 allotments
fields in a recent check.
Thompson plans to resume
few acres of corn each year. waterways
er of chicks hatched for laying
has a yellow color her studies
would
be
about
Absenc
the same or
e of great numbers of
at Murray State in
' THE .SKIIVE By'KENTUCKY to eradica
He has decided to sow all his something
flock replacements is expected
is needed.
te brucellosis in state
slightly below the 1957 figure. arznyw
September.
i farm in grass and sit under the
orms s, far does not rule
herds got a big push a few weeks ago when
In waterways the Soil Conto be down a fifth, they said.
If
this
mobile
allotme
nts
testing
are exceeded the out the possibility of damage
shade tree and watch his cattle servation
laboratory was sent in to assist Ben
to
Service doesn't recom'Production may not be down
only penalty is ineligibility for forage
J. Butler's state Departgraze.
crops later in the season
mend legumes because in hot,
ment of Agriculture and the Federal branch
that much. however; this is beprice
support
at 50 per cent of by. insects closely
of the U.41.)A Anirelated to the
dry weather, the legumes may
cause farmers will tend to retain
mal Disease Eradication division. Veterin
partly.
armywortn. Starks says. F a 11
arians testing cattle
die out and leave a bare spot.
older hens which have a higher
A two-thirds favorable vote is armywo
wherever the portable laboratory is located
rrns
can
and
get
many cutworms
blood samWe have no legumes to make
rate of lay than pullets. and
needed for passage of the meas- have somewh
ples tested quickly, which will speed up
at the same apthe eradication pronitrogen for the grass. Therefore
the trend toward a• higher layure.
gram. Top photo shows the portable lab
pearan
ce
and
do
simiLar damage.
and its prime-mover
use nitrogensfertilizer on a reging rate will continue.
For chemical control of these
truck; bottom photo shows Drs. Paul Woodall
Lanpher points out the astirnular schedule.
, and Paul Haney
Less-than-usual culling of older
various
pests,
see
the Kentucky
(left to right), mobile laboratory staff, runnin
ated supply for the marketing
To keep your waterways in
layers may be profitable this
g blood agglutination tests.
year begining with the 1957 Agricultural Extension Service's
good condition we recommend
year, owing to a possibility of
crop is 56 per cent above normal; Miscellaneous Publication No. 87.
applying 100 poundte of amhigher prices, the letter states.
It is available at county agents'
A portable trailer laboratory, for the
monium nitrate, or its equivalent,
1958 crop an estimated
There
is some indication the
PONY IS 33
offices or the bulletin room,
LEXINGTON. Ky. — Continued
to be used in Kentucky for 42 per
cent
in March and 100 pounds in
above
demand
normal
.
for eggs has declined
testing blood samples in the
BROOKINGS. S. D•
"The market price for the Experiment Station. Lexington.
August per acre yearly. Every rains in the western Kentucky in the last five years, the
. —
—
let- There's
current anti-brucellosis drive, al- 1958 wheat
June, which has been named four years apply 300 pounds area pose an emergency problem ter pointed out.
a
pony
on
the
crop
F.
W.
is likely to
"Population has
Dairy Month, is a good time 47 per cent phosphate and 200 to farmers of that sector on increased about
Ponto farm near here that is 35 ready „is in service.
fall if quotas are voted out;
9 per cent 'since
eltADICATS
Dr. John B. Healy, USDA total seeded
for mothers to note whether or lbs 50 per cent potash per corn planting, says the Kentucky 1951 while egg
years old. Three of the Ponte
acreage would probproduction has
Agricultural Extension Service.
Animal Disease Eradication Di- ably increas
not their families are getting acre.
childre
n,
now
all
marrie
e — and if yields
d, used
Increased only 5 per cent. Egg
sision. Frankfort, said the fully are anywhere
S. H. Phillips, agronomist, said
',enough milk.
Mr. Smith had 90T711 sericee
near normal, total
•
prices declined 19 per cent be- the Shetlind pony to ride to and
from school. Punto considered equipped lab-on-wheels will fac- production will far exceed the
Every family . member, from that he was clipping. Sericea today that the service estimates tween 1951 and 1956
while disilitate
the
testing
the baby to grandfather and should be cut for hay 'when it less than 50 per cent of the posable income
progra
doing
away
expect
m
with
ed
the animal sevof
domestic use., Thus,
per person inWIE DESTRUCTIVE MORT,
grandmother. .nedes milk daily is 12 inches high. When it gets corn land — normally planted creased 18 per cent.
eral times, but each time the the. drive. The Eradication Divirites are likely to fall to
sion
furnish
ed
the
equipm
says Mrs. Lucille Warren. special- above 12 inches it becomes too by this time — has been put in
childre
wheat's
ent.
n intervened
value for livestock feed ,
"Consumption of eggs per petthe important crop.
At least 500 blood samples ...or to the price
ist
foods at the University course for good quality hay.
son has fallen 6 per cent in this
wheat sells
a day-- can be processed. Healy for in the
FREE INSPECTION
of 'Kentucky. Milk provides the
For that reason, he says, farm- period. This decline
world market. This
in demand win was over junior champs said; .the mobile
unit
necessary caleium for strong
will
ers should be considering now for eggs may be due
get would .prob...bly cause a wheat
in part from 19 other counties.
a
good workout this summer selling price
bones and teeth; tile B vitamin.
a substitute crop such as sorghum to the increased supply
of slightly above
Second place in the senior due to employ
of meats; I
ment of lay tech- the 50 per cent of parity
riboflavin, for healthy nerves
or soybeans, if corn planting WI prospects for the
supnext five division went to Linda Lue Milbv, nicians whose work
will increase port price."
—Licamaed and Insured—
and skin: and protein ,to repair
is delayed as late as the latter years are that the supply
of of Green County, with a 94.115 I the testing volume
.
s and build body 'cells. In addition,
geveral factors should be conpart of June.
meat is not likely to increase score. Other placings and scoreise
Sam Kali*,
i
In
additio
n,
the
Ill milk provides other vitamin
mobile lab' can sidered by Kentucky farmers
The area most affected Phil- as fast," the letter concludes.
s.
.
• Lula Rowe, Magoffin. 89.56 pointg,1 be used to
augment Ilk. work-4 Lampher say's. These
minerals, fats and sugars.
lips says, includes counties weed
Phoebe 441
include
third; O'Neal Smith. ChrtitIàfl of perman
ent laboratories during' deciding which alterna
It takes a large daily supply
of a line drawn. from Hancock
tive —
88.92 points, fourth; Thornton E. I maximum periods
of testing.
of milk from infancy through
adoption or rejection of the
County on the north, along the
Botkin. Fayette, 86.96. fifth; Rob- ' One advant
age of the movable system — would be most
the teens to provide enougt
Ohio River, to Simpson County
profitert Stull, Batts 82.99, sixth iiiit is that herd
owners can able to them; and whether sowcalcium for growing bodies. Proon the !Oath on the Tennessee
Walker .Thomas.!, Hardin, 80.71 get test
results quickly. Adair ing extra wheat would
spective and nursing mothers also
County 4-H Club membefi-will line.
fit better
seventh; Richard Barkley, Mc- county already
has used the
need generous amounts. Other attend the Western Kentucky
Phillips said: "The present time
—
—
Cracken, 78.43, eighth; and Bobby equipment,
in connection with
adults can get along with a 4-H camp in Dawson Springs is the normal season for plantin
'Jackson, Kenton, 78.84. ninth,
g
the county's "area testing" prolesser supply, 'but not with as June 24 - 28 according to John soytkans.. However, since less
Young Barkley, incidentally, is !gram,- -Healy said.
little as is sometimes thought.
Vaughn. assistant county agent. than" 50 'per cent of the corn
the grandson of the late Alben ! An • accredited
veterinarian is
How Much Milk
An outstanding camp program is planted, it will possibly mean
W. Barkley. long-time senator in charge of the movabl
e equipHere are the minimum daily has tarn planned with calsses a late soybean crop also. The
LEXINGTON, Ky. (Special) — from Kentucky and vice presil
ment. Undoubtedly the presence
h
amounts of milk recommended. srranged in such fields as crafts. recommendations for a normal Mary Chapman.
14-year old dent of the U. S. for one term.
of - the, trailer in various counties
Children. Its pts to a qt
vespers, folk games, casting, boat- season would include Clark. Perry member of the 'Beaver Dam and
Junior division:
will stimulate local intrest in
Teen-agers. I qt
ing. lectricity abet several others. and Ogden varieties, with some the McHenry 4-H clubs in Ohio
Jones, first place; Teddy Kust- the, anti - brucellosis
campaign.
Expectant mothers, 1 qt
Red Cross certificates will also riersons using such early varieties County. is the state 441 club ers Bourbo
n. 94.58 poi s. second7 Healy believes.
Nursing mothers. 1
be given for certain health clas- as Lincoln. If delayed planting senior division's tobacco champ- Billy Carr. Simpso
qts
n Cou ty. 91.136.
The U. S. Disease Fzadicatior
Other adults, all ages, 1 qt
ses.
conditions for soybeans continue ion.
third; William Clark, Trigg. 85.90. Agency and Commis
sioner of
Cheese, ice cream, and foods
Vaughn, who will serve as it would possibly be well to
-%.
The state 4-H office made fuorth; John R. Boone. Washing- Agriculture
Ben Butler's depart4- .r
prepared with milk will provide camp manager, said that all consider one of the later-matur- the announcement this week ton, 81.46,
It
fifth; Billy Hall, Henry. ment are spearh
eading
the
drive
a portion of these amounts. Where reembers will be permitted to ing verities for these late plant- Young Miss Chapman gets . 79.40, sixth; Jane
11
.
Sue Mays. to make Kentucky brucellosisweight control may be a prob- attend who have completed or ings. The reason for this is
that free trip to Chicago in November. Whitley. 77.08, seventh.
free. Brucelosis. also known as
lem. skim milk, buttermilk or have their projects up to date. soybeans are very sensitive to to the National 4-R Club ConBang's Disease, and as undulant
non-fat powered milk may be He has mailed invitations to day-length, and the days will gress_
. Ninety-six years ago (1880), fever in humans, is
a great
used.
members but urges any eligible grow shorter as the season proWinner of the junior division the Potomac Flotilla engage4 threat to the
animal industry
A single Copy of the bulletin, member to contact the extension gresses. Late season beans (plant- was Ralph Jones, II. of Hardln Confederate batteri
es at Aquia and the dairy business
of the
"Getting Enough Milk." (HG 57) office in case of an over sight.
ed late) will mature at approxi- County, a member of Upton club Creek, Virginia
state
HAVE A
may be had free from the Office
The camp fee for 4-H boys mately the same time as the of that county.
of Information, USDA. Washing- and girls has been set at $9-00 same variety planted at the
COOLER HOME!
Mary scored 96.44 points out
ton 25, D. C. The bulletin con- and includes transportation, hunt- normal time. Early varieties, such of a possible 100 points, one
tains more than 40 recipes and ing, lodging and safety. other as Lincoln and Hawkeye, do of the highest
in the his' •
other valuable information.
counties attending are Graves 'hot grow tall enough and pro- of tobacco' championship
Beautiful
s.
and Carlisle.
duce enough foliage to bear G J McKenney. 4-H officia. •
IA bus will leave here Monday satisfactory yields when planted Ralph. in the junk'''. division. bete
VILNTILATKO AWNING* 0
June 24 at 8:30 a.rrs and returrn late."
Mary's score, getting 97.50 points.
4
keep fOOIT111 up to
the following Friday at 11:30
Grain sorghums may be sub- also establishing a new record
Keep
your
coole
120
mone
am
r
y at home • Promote /fentucky
stituted for corn, when planted for this division.
late, because of drought resistance
Each contestant is scored in
NAVACO's utsksest rontilotod lootut•
and earlier maturity. Water levels five categories worth 20 points
hoops out 541mmer srn and glior• yet
are excessive 'now, Phillips said. each. They are yield per acre,
odwits tis•ling hr...., and .of'.
dittus•d light. NAVACO Awnings
but later in the summer in the dollars per acre, sale average.
protect totnitiiit•, o.gI. dr•pwries to.
affected areas, there could be statistical record and report form.
1101142511
1.1"1111151
=
tioding. wove ..c..••• front rnstitsg
drought conditions.
and
project
story
—54•p windows sparkling is. *oohs 4
A one -page. letter-type cir•i
t
9orghum which can be used
Mary's yield per acre was
long•r, and thwiltis p•rwirn•nt
cular, listed as Miscellaneous No.
as a substitute for corn, or simply 2,684 pounds; the dollars per
mod*
of Melo,a oluwinu no with II
84.'hits been prepared on making
used for straight sorghum grain acre. $1,661; and the sale average,
torgti, bol•clon onoinsol Anwh. Thoot•
•••
an dusing the cable-type back
•r•
is no yowfly seplioossil
production, include the open pol- $61.89 a hundredweight.
ruober. a fly and lice control
I.
linated varieties such as Midland,
Ralph's. yield pet acre wag
41 ALSO SfAtillfUt. D0011140003
device for cattle
Martin, Plainsman and'• early- 3,230 pounds; his donors per
IN MATCHING DAMNS
It is at ailable at the bulletin combin
e Hegari. Hybrid sorghums acre, $1.998.80; and - his sate
•
room of She UK Experiment
I
which • performed well in the average. $65.13 'a' WiTride-edwerilt
Station. I.exington. It was pre,CALL or DROP BY
state last year, Phililps said, and
Mary's win was over 29 other
pared
Don't settle with less than the Best!
George 13. Pendergrass, are availab
tall IISTIMATI
le commercially, in- senior division entries; Ralph's
beef cattle special t.
clude R. S. 610, R. S. 590. R. S.
•
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E
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ON
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NEED
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E
S
censtrucition methods, 501. R. S
650 and Texas 820.
in' switching to grain sorghum.
.Installation data, insecticides tp
nEPat canLt •
946 YOUR FARM iQi ,
Extremely early varieties which from
corn
because tif the emergbe used, and cont;t
"WHERE PARKING IS NO PROBLEM"
.
its illustrations consistently are
ININJOIK in C00.111."00.• ern
low yielders, in- ency situation include market
per5tem.4. AMITY CWIPKII.
of the two ty
s,
of rubbing clude Norghum and Westland.
12th & 12oplar
Phone 1142
,
insects
,
and increased storage difdevices used in this gtate.
Some of the persons involved. fidultie
209 Maple Street
Phone 1697
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Rain Threat
To Corn Crop

Milk Still
• Important
To The Diet

County 4-H
Members To
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14 Year Old
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Social calendar
Friday, June 14
The North Murray Homemakers Club will meet at the City
Park at ten-thirty o'clock.

••••

Club Newa
or

Don't Fight
Husband,
oin Hun
'

Activities

763-J

FINGERTIP READING

Saturday, June 15
By GAY PAULEY

The
Murray .2.tanutacttfring
Wives Family Club will hold a
picinc at the Murray House at
six o'clock.
• •• •
Monday, June 17
Circle V of the WSCS of the
First Methodist hurch will meet
at the home of Mrs. Larry
Rickert, Waldrop Drive at seventhirty o'clock.
•• • •
TUESDAY, JUNE 18th

United Press Staff C
pondent
NEW YORK ilh — Hubby leavyou at the sink while he's on
the links? "Don't fight him, join
him," said Mrs. Jimmy Thomson,
wife of the veteran golfing "pro."
Mrs. Thomson, 42, a native
of Pasadena, Calif., said this
now only will prevent golf wiiiiodhood. It will improve the
feminine figure.
"Gulf build muscles? Only in
the right • places," she added.
Mrs. Thomson conceded that
at present she isn't following
her own advice. She is golf widowing while her husband, who
won several tournaments including the Melbourne Centenary.
is in Toledo, Ohio, for the $30,000 National Open.
She explained that two small
children — Carol, 8, and Jimmy
Jr., 4 — keep her both off the
tournament circuit and off the
courses near the couple's home
at Garden City, N. Y. Ilut only
until the children get a little
older.

Circle No. 3 of the W.S.C.S.
of the First Methodist Church
will meet in the home of Mrs.
D. L. Divelbiss at 1111 Sycamore
Street at two-thirty o'clock.
••••
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order of the Rainbow for Girls will
hold its regular meeting at the
Masonic Hall
seven o'clock.
•• ••
•
The Woman's Missionary Society of the First Baptist Church
will meet at the church at
three o'clock.

4

AniserAelfair
TODAY and SAT.

IiVOYEARS

BEFORE

AAST

lia

IITATNI OUEEN MOTHER Elizabeth watches as 7-year-old Penelope Coosa reads Braille during a competition at the National
14brary for the Blind In Westminster. (fettensational Boundphoto)

Disc Jockey Gets
In Police Network

ALLERGIC TO HUSBAND
.111,

BUFFALO, N. Y. — itS — A
phantom disc jockey invaded the
police radio network of several
western New York communities
recently to air the latest in hit
tunes, news sports ad commerApparently more wives are
cials.
following Mrs. Thomson's advice.
The program disrupted interThe National Golf FoundaNn,
!community communications so
Chicago, said the number of
police radio operators were barewomen players has shown a
ly able to. dispatch patrol cars to
'sizeable increase" in recent
trouble spots.
years. It estimated there are
Police finally traced the call
650.000 women who play at least
letters of the FM station to WR10 times a year; probably 100,000
RN in Warren, Pa.
more who play less frequently.
If long wear is important in a
But this is a small percentage tricot garment, it is better to buy
of the estimated 5 million golfing a closely pit tricot in heady
devotees.
weight.
••••
"I took up golf in self-defense."
said the attractive Mrs. Thomson.
Next time a cleaning pail is to
"Jimmy gave me my first les- be purchased, why not buy one
sons. But one day when he adth a double compartment. It
lost his patience and shouted. erries both the suds and drama
'Hit the bloody thing!' I changed water.
pros."
•• • •
Her husband. 49, still plays
A rubber or cork mat to stand
professional golf, although he is in while ironing helps
to ease
not in the National Open. and the strain on feet anti legs
travels the tournament circuit
as a representative of Spaulding
Sports equipment.
Many wives acompany their
husbands, even with their tots
in tow, Mrs. Thomson said.
Others do as she currently is
doing — keeping busy with
house and garden.

TOKYO nr — And then there
was the woman who was alergic
to her husband. The story came
out today in the Pacific edition
of the Stars and Stripes. "Whenever her husband would come
near her she would break out
in a rash similar to poison ivy,"
a doctor said. "When he is away
the rash immediately clears up."
Air Force doctors have not been
able to determine the cause but
they are now investigating the
sergeant's hair oil and aftershave lotion as possible clues
to them ystery.

Women Just
Fatter Than
The Men

FRIDAY — JUNE 14, 1957
that for particular subcutaneous
(Under-the-skin) fat sites, there
may be a reversal of the usual
trend" for even lean women
to have more fat on them than
lean men
He figured the ratio of female
fat to male fat at all nine body
sites was ,a little less than two
to one, that is, 1.89 to 1. By
mathematical means, he arrived
at estimates of the fat weight
for comparison with total body
'weight in both females and
males.
Has Two Facets
This was necessary, he explained, because measuring body
tat has two facet"the amount
of tat itat weight) anct the
oistrioution of tat k tat piace-

By DELOS SMITH
United Press Science Editor
NEW YORK aa — Having gotten around finally to the question. of "fat weight" and "fat
placement" in the human female,
scitnce has found that she tops
the human male in both categor,es — in other words, women
are just naturally fatter than
men,
As Stanley M. Garn of AntiHe)found that men and women
och College noted, science has ment
weighed and measured the fat were much alike in the total
content of the human male weight of their fat. But when
thoroughly enough for the statis- he compared their fat weight
tics to be well established. But with their body weight, he found
It has done very little about that "the sex difference was
gathering comparable statistics on marked."
the .hurnan female.
So marked, indeed, that he
He took standardized soft- estimated that
'23.7 per cent of
tissue- X-rays of various sites the total
weight of ternales wAgi
on 107 women who ranged in in fat, whereas
the fat wefih1
age from 20 to 60. He also of ..males
was 16.8 per cents of
X-rayed the same sites on 81 the total. "On
the basis of these
men in the same age range. figures', the
females wire apThe sites were On arms sad proximately
half again as fat
legs, and in the structures of as the tinkles,"
he said.
shoulders and hips.
"Since
female
subcutaneous
Fat Shadow
fat thicknesses were generally
His measurements were
• greater. but total fat was not
‘"fat shadow' on the Array notably
different, it follows that
plates. The measurements were the sex
difference in the proall Put together by sexes, and portion of
outer and inner fat is
the female averages were corn- considerable,"
he added. "Women
,pared with the male averages. carry more
fats on and less in
For seven of the oline body their
smaller frames."
sites, the female'let was more
ample than the Male.
CASH IN POCKET
Only in the placement of fat
around the shoulders and hips
SIOUX FALLS, S. D. — RP —
were the male statistics higher Robert Morris,
75, was brought
than the female. "Here male to a hospital
here from his Dell
fat thickneses were absolutely Rapids, S. D.
home after it was
but not significantly greater," discovered he
was suffering from
Garn informed the American As- malnutrition. While
going through
socation for the Advancement his clothes,
hospital •attendants
of Science.
found $2.260 in cash in his
-This confirms other evidence pockets.

Grover Clevelanl's
RR Car For Sale

Ntw York, Ontario and Western
Railroad, was used by Cleveland
on his honeymoon tour of New
York state in 1886.

MIDDLETOWN, N. Y. —
—
A glimpse into the golden days
of American railroading goes on
the auction block in New York
City June 25.
Its the private ear of the late
chief executive of the United
States, President Grover Cleo?:
land.
The car, part of the defunct,

•

OH, NO!
VESTAL, N. Y. —art— After
fining and handing suspended
'jail Sentences to four college
students for stealing a cemetery
gravesstone, Justice of the Pesee
Leland E. Morton said, "They
made a grave mistake."

HUNT SON WHO VANISHED
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HARRY NEWTON and wife Rebecca, both 6$, stand at their placarded auto trailer as they set out to rosin the U. S. in search
of
their son, Victor A. Newton, 37, who vanished in 1953 in Chicago
.
The Newtons think Victor is despondent because he wasn't
successful in a selling career after giving up engineering. The
sign
reads: "500 reward. We travel the land searching desperat
ely
for our beloved son, Victor A. Newton. Please notify
parents in
car or write to Missing Persona Bureau, Salvation Army,
New
York." They'll tour city to city.
(In ternat tonal Boseutpliate),

TO VISIT SUDAN
CAIRO fir — Indian Premier
Jawarharlal Nehru will pay a
two-day visit to Sudan July 12,
according to the semi-official
Egyptian Middle East news agency.
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HOW WAS THAT?
'PARIS
— Chinese soprano
Lien Li Fei, sang the part of
Japanese Madame Butterfly in
French last night in the opera
which originally was written in
Italian.
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CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
HEALS
8:15 EACH SUNDAY
On Radio Station

A.M.
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• Mao
waIX-Tv • CHANNEL
NASHVILLE
Each Sunday 1:30 P.M.

STRUNG HAYDEN
roRD MAO TA7L'OR

edat
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Caul!
Addi

The CHURCH Of CHRIST
7th & POPLAR

Invites You To Hear

JUNE 9-16

7:30 Each Night

Addi

Greatness Is Never Achieved Suddenly

%Vstohlag from bridge., President Eisenhower seems;pleased.
/RESIDENT EISENHOWER seemed to enjoy hie two-day "tour
of
duty" aboard the carrier Saratogaoff Florida. It was
part of
"Lantflex," the first Atlantic Fleet exercise of 1957. A
highlight
was first Pacific-to-Atlantic carrier plane hop.
(International)

James P. Miller

Fish
1. Ni

The President greets four jet fighters who atreaked nonstop
from
deck of•carrier off Ran Diego to the Saratogre's deck off Florida.
Left front: Capt. Robert Dose (left), solitna Reach,
Calif. and
Lt. Comdr, Paul Miller, Jr., Annapolis, Md.. both of whom
made
the flight in 3 hours, 28 minutes In Crusaders. Right front:
Comdr.
John M. Miller (left), liazelhonst, Miss., and
Lt. ('orndr. C. C.
MeRrstrile, Flint, Mich.. pilots whose heavier planes
took 4 hours.

I

MURRAY LOAN CO.
506 W. Main St.
Telephone 13C I
'YOUR HOME-OWN 1 D LOAN
CO.'"

It has long been true, in the affairs of men, that
r•nly time can confirm the gift of greatness.
- Artist, statesman, writer, craftsman—each must
wait the years for the maturity of his talent and
for the verdict of his judges.
And as it is in the affaire of men, so it is in the
world of commerce. Nothing great was ever
created suddenly—whether the prtxluct be that
of an individual or of an organization.
Here, most certainly, is the very genesis of the
'Unique position which Cadillac currently occupies
in the hearts and minds of the world's motorists.
Since,the first _Cadillac car made its appearance
more than-fifty-five years ago, it has always been
created to a single objective: to make it as fine a
motor car as it is possible to produce.
And,--Without question, the mission and the
accomplishment have been one and the same.

The goodness of Cadillac has, in fact, tx.en so
apparent over that lengthy span that the Cadillac
name stands today as an accepted synonym for
qua'ity wherever highways exist.
The pretenders have come—and they have
gone. For time is an exacting taskmaster—and
only the principles that have created the great
Cadillac car and only the devotion that has given
it being have been equal to the challenge.
Never has this fact been more deeply etched
in the public consciousness than it is during the
present automotive year.
If you have yet to take the wheel of a 19F•7
Cadillac, you should hesitate no longer to visit
your authorized Cadillac dealer.
Waiting for you in his showroom is proof
beyond doubt that Cadillac is—in fact as in
reputation—the Standard of the World!

VISIT YOUR AUTHORIZED CADILLAC DEALER

•••••
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Boating Clubs
Give Service
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deep fishing are generally
even prize bass
more successful for small
mouths Or trout or musky
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top its class.

LURES

Local boating clubs throughout
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another junior He hadn't as yet caught that
ed. vessel is lost, destroyed
ng
first
Mt.
Monro
e
turns
in
New
in
Hampshire.
or aban- facilities for their membe
bigger or MORE enIt is now more clearly under
rs.
- doned; (2) his craft is
se
tries before August 12.
transstandable over crackling
In a number of case boating
Water sufaee: 64 degrees.
rletH
static, ferred
from
one
person to clubs have been
for big-mouthed, than yoli
earecially with non - Engli
organ
ized by
Water level: 360.4
will
'suit
sh another, (3) if he moves
have to get up early or
perm- the employees of industrial
Just weigh your fish
speakers, than the famous Able,
Kind of fish beeng now:
fish
firms.
in at
nanent residence to a city
late in the evening. This shoul
one of our sponsors or
or Members donate several hours
Baker Charlie, Dog known used
Bass are being caught on both
d
bring by
town within the jurisdiction
FISHERMAN'S CHOICE FOR
prove to be one of the
the Ledger & Times and
of of labor each week to som
dieting World War II.
best
pro- surface and deep-running plugs.
you will
another Coast Guard Distri
bass weeks we have had
be
ct: jct being undertaken in and
COMPLETE EQUIPMENT
in
the
runni
ng.
this
a- Trolling is best bet with spoon
The 26 letters and their pho- Such notification must be
surruner. Proof of the puddi
made round the club's facilities.
to
ng
Those plugs. Sae of catches are excelnetic equivalents are:
within ten days.
Rods - Reels - Poles - Minnows
is the catches that have
who do not put in their tune, lent.
Don got his CATCH
come
A—Alfa, B—Bravo, C—Charlie,
on the
Bait
in.
Gas
Oil
pay fines to the club treaeury.
Groce
south
ries side of Blood River
D—Delta,
Crappie are being caught on
using
F—Foxtrot,
CLAIMS TO ISE. 156 •
-401: Lunch Meat • Ice - Fishing Lica red and white Paul
Honest John
G—Golf, el—Hotel, I—India,
minnows. Size of catches are fair.
Bunyan 66
M
•
SAO PAULO, Brazil nil
ense - Soft Drinks
bait.
—Mike N—November, 0—Os
— A
Striper bass .are being caught
For
car, 156-year old man lives
p—papa, Q—Quebec,
on the
on mieinews and trolling. Size
R—Romeo, outskirts of this
Stubblefield's Grocery at
city, according
- ONE STOP FOR ALL YOUR NEEDS
S—Sierra, T—Tango, U—Un
of catches are excellent.
New
i- to the tiewspaper Diari
Concord, weighed in a
o Da
form, V—Victor, W— Whisk
Bream or bluegill are being
4 lb. 2
ey, Noite. The newspaper
or. largemouth bass
More and more of the nation's
said Manoel
X—Xray, Y—Yankee and Z—
caught on red worms. Sizes are
caught 'by
Rodrigues Coutinho says he
Dayton Lasater, Sikes
Zfla.
was sports minded people are taking excelent.
ton, Missborn Jan. 10, 1801.
to the water each year as the
ouri The Missourian
ernployed
Catfish are being caught on
an Arbogst Hula
desire for the relaxation and
Popper, popfun of boating and its allied cut bait, worms and shrimp.
ular with lake fishe
rmen and
Size of catches are excellent.
sports grows by
popular at Stubblefield
leaps
and
* GroParties Catching Fish
cery.
bounds.
Mr. Everett Young of St. Louis
An ever increasing facet of
the boating sport is water skiing had by far the biggest string
Charles Tolly has
.
FRANKFORT liFt — Kentucky
replaced
Men, women, boys and girls on of bass this week. He had his
Earnest Clevenger as
ROUTE 6
bass
the Class
fishei
ltnen
reported fair to A
one or two skis are becoming limit in both black and striped
(men
s) leader in the stripe
good
catch
es
by casting in the 1 bass
(May 3 through August 12, 1957
Turn Off Highway
as commonplace on lakes and bass. Roy Tucker of Route e,
class.
, inclusive)
Murray, came in with a nice jumps at most of the state's
94E Near Murray
river as the Sunday driver
is string of
major
fishin
g lakes this week.
striped bass. Dr. J. A.
tiohlno Conted
on the highways. However, these
Tolley, presently seeki
The
COTT
ng
jump
AGES • SAND BEACH
his
fishermen reported
THE LEDGER AND TIMES
people are just as hazardous, Gardner of Glasgow, Missouri,
good catches of both black and masters at Murray State, found
COMPLETE DOCK
Murray, Ky.
time to haul in a 1 3/4
to others as well as themselves came in with the largest bass
CLASS A ( ) CLASS B ( )
white
,
bass at Herrington Lake
CATCH,
of the week, one weighing 7es
CLASS C ( ) as the Sunday
(Class A — Contest for men;
driver, if they do
FACILITIES
in the early mornings and late using a live minnow as bait.
Class B — Contest for women;
not know the rules of the road. pounds. John and Betty Henry
Class C — Juniors who have not
afternons. Crappie and white
attained 16th birthday at time of
of
Indian
apolis
,
inniana, aiso
Here are seven rules for the skier
catch. If entry is by a junior write
Tolley brought his lead
BOATS • MOTORS
bass were biting at night and
fish by
age, birth date on border.)
had a nice string of bass.
end boat ownr.
Enix's. His wife Donn
I hereby certify that I caught
catches were rated fair.
BAITS • GAS • OIL
a leads
the fish described and that the
the wornens divsion
Outlook For Week
1. Tow line should be a 5/16
following statements are true:
with a 2
The white and black bass '4 pound
Bass fushin, especially striped
Kind of Fish
Inch rope, 60 feet long.
stripe.
PICNICING FACILITIES
Date Caught
catch
es
at
Kentu
cky Lake were
2. Amateurs should use indi- bass, is your best bet now.
considered only fair since some
Partic
Once
uiarly
vidua
l
if
you
nand
again
like
bars,
,
to
we'll
which
Weight
troll,
put out an
canLength
Girth
not slip over neck or around you can take your lipdt almost of the water had become murky alarm for fish pictures.
As you
any day. if youWish to fish as a result- of recent rauss and see we have one today
an ankle in case of a spill
, and
'Lake or stream where caught
heavy winds.
should either of the two
3. Even if a gosid_ swimmer,
princiStriped bass and catfish were pals turn in an entry,
skier should wear ide prethey will
being caught below the dam at have ten points added
State
server.
County
. Ten points
Fishing License No.
Kentucky Lake.
extra for all photos,
4. Let go, of tow line' when
which we
At Dale Hollow, Lake Cum- return promptly to you.
taking spill.
Rod Used
Reel
berland and Dewey Lake, the
5. Tow line should have
What does today's outboarder best catches were bluegilL
HERE ARE THE CURR
large float brightly ,painted.
ENT
Line
Test
The fly fishermen were catch- LEADERS: Class A
6. On landing, run parallel 'to want? Just about any marine
Lead& r
Test
(mens)—
deale
r
will
ing
Overa
bass
tell
ll,
you there is
at Dewey Lake while
enure. Release tow bar safe
Merry Sparks
35
comfort the kind you get in big some 'crappie *ere
Kind of fly, plug or live bait used
distance from shore.
on points; Charles Tolley
- 35
.
boats
power
minn
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ed
ows at night.
by big motors.
H BASS - first place,
7. Use same length ropes Meth
The reason for the boom in
Sparks, 35 points (5
skiing with more than one,
4olor of plug or fly pattern used
pound);
al
big
secon
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d place, James Crawf
and big horsepower
person. Longer tow line for
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engin
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4roun4- other lieve
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BASS - first place, Tolle
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:amines peed and want
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y, 35
was caught and time of day:
An iatiebduction to America's points (1 3/4
bigger boats that have more aclb.) second place,
number one family sport, the - 15- Clevenger, 20
points (1 els lb.).
Always paint like the pro; cernModations. Of course bigger page
pocket-sized booklet "Fam- CRAPPIE caught
on live bait fessiunalsy erom top to leottem engines are needed to get good
ily
Boati
ng Is Fun", is offered (first place, IG us
This goes for. any Marine work. performance from these craft.
Gadoble, 35
free
of charge on request, by the points, (2/
We might also point to the pater
1
2 lb. ). No entries reularity of the outbeard cruiser; National Association on Engilie erved in catfish, tetleg111
or
The big.., open utilitiee, which aed Boat Manufacturers.
crappie egged on artifell
bait.
U requested to do so by the judges,
Designed to sequaint the behave come to be known as camp
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I agree to furnish an afwomen's: Overall,
*davit attesting to the truth of the above
boatel and more lately the house ginner with me pleasures of Donna Tally 36, points. - STRI
statements.
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book
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e
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e
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V.
lb.).
SON, Wis.
the cabin and on
Telephone
No entfies reBees,
graphs of all types of craft in ceived in the
wasps and hornetie that fly into the. deekx.
other classes. ,
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Use. _Pointing- out, that boating
Famil
Class'
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y
•-boat
C
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ing also explains
Juniors: OVERA
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of Wisconsin department of en- the current year-to-year jump a safe, healthy ,sport for the Don Maup1n:e5 points (2
visit whole
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how
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to
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r most maniefacdepartment reminds
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a
turees
boat,
y
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ant
drivers.
caution - is -thee
their big engines. As
1. Name
how to build yobs own beet, hoer mark of , a
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geed skip
has to find nearb
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y
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s
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how
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start
going
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Address
FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
ing fun afloat.
the motorist remember the in- mum out of a boat.
and thus gets
enjoyment
There
is
sects
a
small
won't
beat
sting
••••••••
for
every
unless, they are
frier his craft,
with HUSH PUPPIES
am enclosing a clear photograph of myself and the fish
and a short sat upon, swung at
taste and purse — inboard, outor get under
FIREWORKS KILLS ONE
"••••
letter describing how I caught the fish to gain 10
extra points. clothing. .
* ON BEAUTIFUL KENTUCKY I KE *
Paper nillk cartorer, filled with
MILAN, Italy (le — One man board, sail boat, rowboat or ea(Check here if you are doing this for the extra points
( ).
nee — and this booklet note water and froze
was killed and two seriou
n
hard
in
the
sly
The best remedy is to stop ,the
•injured when a small' fireworks the attributes of each. Genera family freezor, are ideal for
car and let them,out or destroy
price ranges for the different keeping. Attle
_factory blew up a ,Passrina,
e cold in the
a types of craft are eutlin
them.
,
ed, and portable cooler while on a
village near Rhe
day
the ease of -boat tratlering be- cruise.
hind the family auto is noted to
Division Classes
increase cruising range.
The procedure for catching
Copies of this booklet may be smallmouttls
and largemouths is
Point
e
I.
Small
mouth
obtai
or
Large
ned
•
mouth Bass caught on
by writinr. NatiOnal nearly the genie; howev
on Concord Highway
er the
artifi
cial
Associ
or
eve
ation
bait
of Engine and Iltoat former prefers cooler,
•
SCOTT•ATWATER MOTORS
lst-35 2nd-20
more weed2. Crappie caught on live bait
ManufactUrers, 420
Lexington free water, a faster current
BOATS - MINNOWS - FISHING
let-35 2nd-20
in a I
3. Crappie caught on artificial bait
Avenue, New York 17, -N. Y.
re. er, and that small lures and
lst-35 2nd-20
TACKLE - SOUVENIRS - GAS
4. Bluegill caught on artificial or live
bait
1st-3
0 2nd-15
OIL
FISHING LICENSE
5. Catfish caught on pole or line
'^ let.—.30 2nd-15
ARCHERY EQUIPMENT
6. Striped Bass caught on artificial or live
bait
1st-35 2nd-20
LIBERAL TRADE-INS ON
BOATS and MOTORS

1

CATCHES'

Potionetic Alphabet
Undergoes Change

Boat Number Is
For Protection

FISHING REPORT

STUBBLEFIELD'S GROCERY

Rules
er
skiing GivWat
en

Bass Fishing
Reported Fair
At The Lake

The Ledger & Times

—
Concord Home of the Big Fishing Contest

IRVIN COBB RESORT,Inc.

FISHING CONTEST

•

•

Outboarcier Wants
Comfort Too

RESTAURANT SERVES DELICIOUS
FOOD at MODERATE PRICES

;
,I

•

Family Boating.

•

Your family
will favor
our fine food

Take It Easi If
Bee Is In Auto.

When You're In The Mood
For Fine Food...
.

SUE & CHARLIE'S

f

vsairammoior

SPORTING GOODS

FOR SALE

To USSR Minus Kids

Rules

Murray Coal & Ice Co.
GOLD FISH - SHINERS
Soft DRINKS - TACKLE
ICE CHESTS
-•BOTH CRUSHED
and BLOCK ICE
-•— 414 So. 4th St. —

SATISFIED CUSTOMERS
MAKE OUR -LIVING!

•

1

I. The contest is divideti into News.
three divisions, Class A — men;
4. in ease of a tie, earliest
Class B — women; Class C — entry
wins.
minors who have not reached
5. Contest open to fish °aught
their 16th birthday. Each class between
May 3 and August 12,
will be awarded a grand prize inclusive.
for the individual compiling the
6. The object of the contest is
greatest number of points at tee to enter
as many times as posconclusion of the contest.
sible in each division class and
2. The person in each class thus irequire
the greatest possible
who obtains the greatest number number of
points so as to win
of points from all divisional the grand
prize.
classes will be declared winner
7. No one connected with the
of the contest in their respective
Ledger & Thews, any sponsors
class and awarded the grand
or commercial fishermen, or
\
prize. All other 1st and 2nd class
Kentucky Lake guides will 'be
)Coarnio. and hi,"wife, Nei:te
winners will receive prizes as
le,' who
-....takteltotith U.8 ni1950 from 0 slave-labo
eligible to receive any prizes.
r camp and settled
indicated.
titeC
hieag
'with
o
their
8.
tout
Entry
sons,
blanks may be obexpress indignation darin
3. Points will be awarded upg a
New Yerk inte esv,‘ at a Chicago court's refusal to
on the basis of the largest fish tained at any sponsoring business
permit them
house
whose
to take their children back to Russia with
ad appears in the
by weight with the entrants bethem. Sheriffs ofItcers at,CterCago prevented them from taking
ing notified each week throegh Fishing Section of the Ledger &
the yotingest son
Times
each Friday, or direct
the Ledger & Times Fishing
nine moilths
'old, ab4rd a New York bound train.
‘
The children
from the pages of this paper.
are nov•Oln a Chicago orphanage. (International
Scellidebote)
,
s

Mercury Outboard Motor
MARK VI
Brand new, used only three times.
Complete with gas container, and
hose to motor.
— 1956
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CALL 1103
AFTER 5:00 p.m.
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PAGE SIX

W-L-A-C
TV SCHEDULE
Daylight Saving Time

s.e*

AM -PM SUNDAY
Heckle and Jeckle
Faith for Today
Little Rascals
Wild Bill Hickok
Hollywood Spectacular
The Visitor
Odyssey
The Last Word
You Are There
Lassie
If You Had A Million
Ed Sullivan Show
G.E. Sunday Night Theatre
Alfred Hitchcock Presents
$64,000 Challenge
What's My Line
Public Defender •
Marge & Gower clampion
Soldiers of F,Saefune
Weathervane
Million Dollar lidpvies
Sign Off (Midnight)

12:30
100
1:30
2:00
2:15
2:30
3:00
3:45
5:15

5:30
6:30
7:00
730
8:00
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:10
10:15
12:00

MORNING PROGRAMS
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
6:30 Channel 5's Farm Repert
6:40 Speer Family
6:55 Morning News & Weather
7:00 Captain Kangaroo
7:45 CBS News
7;55 Mornieg News & Weather
8:00 Garry Moore
8:30 Arthur Godfrey
(Except .Friday, Garry Moore)
9:30 Strike It Rich
10:00 Valiant Lady
10:15 Love of Life
10:30 Search For Tomorrow
10:45 'be Guiding Light
1100 CBS News
11:10 Stand Up And Be Counted
11:30 As The World Turns
12.00 Our Miss Brooks (Noon)
AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY

5:30
6:00
6:30
7:00
700
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:10
1015
12:00

1,

5:30
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
9:00
10:00
10:10
10:15
12:00

5:30
6:30
7:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
1010
10:15
12:00

•

5:30
6:00
630
7:00
7:30
8-00
8:30
900
.9:30
1000
10.10
10:15
12:00
Constance Ford is apprehensive
as Sterling Hayden seta out to
find that man who committed
the crime that his (Hayden's)
son is standing trial for. "The
Iron Sheriff," a United Artists
release, opens today at the Varsity Theatre. "-Thor Iron Sherftr
is showing along as a double
feature with Alan Ladd, Brian
Donlevy and William Bend's in
"Two Years Before the Mast."

•

FRI

THE LEDGER & TIMEfi a ;MURRAY, KENTUCKY

a.

11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
1:00
2:30
3:00
4:00
4:30
5:00
5:30
6:00
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
10:35
12:00

•

710
8:30
900
930
10:00
1100
11:30
11 -45

House Party
The Rig Payoff
Bob Crosby
The Brighter Day
The Secret Storm
The Edge of Night
Jimmie Dean Show
The Big Show
Doug Edwards dr News •

Barnacle Bill
Has It Easy
By Comparigron

TGIRAle_CO0
-KgrOPTIMISTICI

FRIDAY — JUNE 14, 1957

TV Favors
Motorists Are
Experience
Treated Fine
Over Sovices In England

1Son Has Trouble
Describing The
Job Of Father
MADISON, Wis. — OP — A
teacher Asked one of her pupils
what his father did for a living,
and he replied that his father
was a teacher—but didn't hold
a teaching position.
"He does have a job though,"
the boy insisted ."He's sort of
teaches teachers how to teach
teachers."
His falter, Eugene- McPhee;- is
director of all of Wisconsin's state
teachers' colleges. -

By ROI3ERT G. SHORTAL
Aline Mosby is on vacation.
United Press SW1 Correspondent
By CLAIRE COX
In today's guest column, TV United Press Staff Correspon
NEW YORK - .1P — When it
dent
castihg. director Ruth Burch gives
comesisssirr.ing cottif9rably, Riley
LONDOSI
are
tips to hopeful actors on how treated I like
has nothing on Barnacle Bill.
kings on British
to get jobs in television.
The 'life of. seamen on board
highways.
giant tail tankers es- better than
-They treat one another pretty
that enjoyed by many landBy RUTH BURCH
royally, too.
PM MONDAY
lubbers.
The Briton behind the wheel
TV Casting Director
Popeye aed Friends
The food and living quarters
is saluted and catered to as
Written
For
United
Press
Talent, Scouts
on these tankers rival these on
possibly no'
,
other motorist in
I Love Lucy
HOLLYWOOD 1111
mans big passenger liners. Some
During a the world.
single year I cast approximately
December Bride
tankers even boast, swimming
He also' looks after the other
Studio One
9,000 acting roles in some 16
pools and television sets....„.
Robin Hood
TV programs — shows like Wyatt fellow on the road in a way
The huge supertankers, rangCAMBRIDGE, Mass — all —
Burns & Allen
Earp, the Burns and Allen and that would jolt many an Ameriing in size up to 1S0.000 deadShell Big News
Danny Thomas series, the Life can driver off a U. S. highway. Can the weather be modified on
weight tqns, are something like
Weathervane
of Riley and December Bride.
floating hotels, with tiled bathA sort of motorists' Robert's a large scale?
What is the interior of the
Million Dollar Movies
The ratio is about 10 men to rules of order has
rooms, roomy bathtubs, and redeveloped
Sign Off (Midnight)
every woman.
creation rooms.
in Britain. Truck . drivers sitting earth really like?
.s
Why do continents and oceans
Television favors men. It also high on their perches wave
-Typical of these vessels is
auto- exist, and why
PM TUESDAY
are they distrifavors experienced
ARMY SPECIALIST 3/C William S. Girard looks optimistic as he sits
the World Inspiration, which
performers mobile drivers
past when the buted as they are?
Name That Tune
with hie Japanese attorney, Itsuro Hayashi, at Camp Whittington
over new talent, although we're
came into Philadelphia last week
road
ahead
is
clear. Motorists
Popeye and Friends
Answers to questions such as
in Japan. Girard is the Streator, M., GI who has become an interalways on the lookout for promwith a cargo of Middle Eastern
almost always acknowledge the these
Private Secretary
national cause celebre over Japan's demand that he be tried for
will be sought in a labising new faces. Many producers
crude oil. The 41,000-ton vessel
helping
hand with- a short toot oratory of earth sciences estabTo Tell The Truth
manslaughter in a Japanese court in the fatal shooting of a Japand directors make a .point of
is owned by the Stavros S. Niarof
the horn.
Red Skejton
lished pt Massachifsetts* Institute It
anese woman on a gunnery ranv.
(international Radiophoto).
going to little theatres because
chos group.
$64,000 Question
they love to discover talent for I From one end of the United Of Technology.
Plush Captain's Quarters
Spike Junes Show
ME
themselves. Therefore, new play- Kingdom to the other, every
The laboratory will be under.
The captain's quarters on this
O'Henry Playhouse
ers who can get into showcases highway is patrolled by men the direction of Prof. Henry GI,
ship are about as plush as
the
in
uniforms
Phil Silvers Show
of
Britain's
two Houghton, head of M. I. T.'s delike little theatres are doing
you'll find in any hotel suite,
auto clubs, cruise in such behicles partment of meteorolo
Shell Big News
themselves a favor.
gy. It will
They consist of tvfo big bedas
Jaguar
Weathervane
MG
or
sports cars, try a new and integrated apEvery Tuesday from 10 a.m.
rooms with private baths; a
or
even
Million Dollar MoVies
station
wasep,s.
to 2 p.m., my assistant and I
proach to experimental and thewood-paneled office with asphalt
Sign Off (Midnight)
!interview new people. Formerly ,
oretical investigations of man's
tile flooring, 'typewriter and filClub Patrols Highways
I we interviewed everybody, but
environment: the atmosphere, the
ing cabinets: and a big living
Its OSCAR RALE!
The Royal Automobile Club
PM WEDNESDAY
I the lines stretcrld so far, we
Oceans, and the land masses beroom
with
club
chairs
and
Whorl
sofa,
has
1,000
nom
patrolmen
RP*
Popeye and Friends
Wait
and the tween, including the interior
I couldn't se the
all in a day.
of
wall-to-wall carpeting and an
Automobile Association about 1,Little Rascals
Now we require ppointments.
the earth.
imitation
TOLEDO,
fireplace.
Ohio
—
Among
200.
Regular
Julius
members pay $6
Borns, picked by Pete
The Millionaire
Character Key Qualification
Crewmen sleep either in pri- the men who will try to whip Cooper to win a
I've Got A Secret
head-and -head
What do we look for in appli- a year to belong to a club.
vate
cabins
'em,
it's
or
Ben
in
double
Hogan
rooms,
as
the
man
Foreign visitors m a y become
battle from Hogan and Snead, cants: Character
U. S. Steel Hour
A RELIC RETURNS
s primarily. This
611 with private bath or showers. to beat in the U. S. Open which
temporary members for about
shrugged off his chances by includes ambition
Arthur Godfrey Show
as well as
They
starts
get
a
choice
Thursday
YORK IP — Police ComNEW
fonds
of
at
Invernes.- talking for, Hogan and Arnold
at
Shell Big News
background, and if they have $2.50.
their meals.
with Slamrnin' Sammy Snead as Palmer in that order.
missioner Stephen Kennedy said
Wethervane
no
experierce, what preparation
The men on motorcycles ride 79 dangerous weapons have been
"There's a very good reason the second choice and strdng likWorsham Likes Thomson
Million Duller Movies
they have made to back up their up and down their 25-mile beats.
for all this so-called luxury ing for such as Doug Ford.
turned in to police during the
"That long iron play and his ambition.
Sign Off (Midnight)
My first impression ready to repair a broken down first nine days
to a spokesman for Transoceanic. Jimmy Demaret and young Dow ability to night that
of a month-long
wind which of a person is usually right.
car, fix a flat tire, give first amnesty. Among them was a
Marine Inc., New York neck% Finsterwald.
whips in off Lake Erie has to although I do
PM THURSDAY
not bind myself aid or just exchange the time World War I machinegun.
for the Niarchos fleet.
Curly - haired Jackie Burk. favor Peter Thomson," termer by that. A
Popeye and Friends
)minute interview of day. They also salute. Every
Air Conditioned Ships
summed it up succinctly when Open King Lew Worsham asClimax
Or a 2-minute reading usually patrolman is required to salute
"The crew on a ship such he was asked to name
The U. S. Bureau of Mines has
his thres serted. "After that, lookout for indicates whether a person has
Playhouse 90
every car bearing the member- valued 1956 production of 500,the World Inspiration." he ex- choices. The kid from
Texas Finsterwald and Palmer."
Sgt Preston of the Yukon
or
doesn't
have
the
material
ship
badge
of his club — and 000,000 tons of bituminous coal.
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Mayflower II Ends Epic Voyage
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- QUALIFIED SERVICE MECHANIC —

rtEVOLT Al'

OFFICE SUPPLY DEPARTMENT

ENDING 53 DAYS of zig-zag sailing from Brixqam,
England. the Mayflower II, modern-day
version of the 17th Century galleon which
brought the Pilgrim fathers to Ametica, comes to anchorleff Providence, Mass., in a scene far different
than the barren sand dunes and bleak shore
which greeted the original 337 years ago.
Screening sirens, cheers .of thousands on hand to
'greet her and a resounding welcome from ships
it sea and air greeted Capt. Ayer Villiers and his
crew of 33 sailors who brought the tiny vessel
to a reenacting of the original arrival of the
Pilkrims In 1820.
(International SoundphOto)
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NOTICE
LOOK! Free installation on all
Alum awnings for limited time,
any size. 10 Alum windows, 1
d*, $199 installed. Home Cornfort Co., 18th & Main street.
hone 1303.
JI5C

1050. Office over Dale St Stubblefield.
TF
200 WHITE t•HYERS, 21
/
2-31
/
4
ppw)da. Mrs. E. B. Brandon,
Goldwater.
June14P
MERCURY MARK VI outboard
motor. Call 1109. Almost new.
Excellent condition.
Junelinc

ET -ME DO your mowing this
ummer. Have new Cub Farrnall
ower, reasonable rates. Call
rtay Dunn, phone 831-J-3 or 3 ROOM FURNISHED apart015-R-4.
Juziel8C ment. Hot & cold water and heat
furnished. Apply 505 Maple after
MONUMENT
5 p.m.
Junel4P
Murray Marble & Granite Works,
blidelers of fine memorials for MODERN 3 Bedroom house on
v.Irr half century. Porter White, A. 12th. 1.,
/s baits, central autoanager. Phone
11C matic heat. Wired for electric
stove. Available soon. Can be
seen now, Call 526 or 85.
NOTICE of SALE
Junel5C
rsuant to judgement, I will
ffer for sale at public auction 4 ROOM HOUSE and garden
near Penny. $15 per month. See
the highest and best bidder
emington Automatic 12 guilts Bill Dunn, 'Sykes Lumber Co.
otgust and a window fan, at
Junel5P
e North entrance of the Court
se on Monday, June 24. 1957
UNFURNISHED 4 room apartat 2:00 p.m. Terms of sale cpsh.
ment. Heat, lights and water
furnished. Garage. See at 1106
Brigham Futrell, Sheriff
Calloway County
ltc W. Main or call 512-J. Junel5nc
NYONE interested in the up- 5 ROOM HOUSE. garage and
of the Old Salem Cemetery utility, 1808 Ryan St. T. G. Shelhou • leave their contributions ton.
Jane 15P
hit the--Eismik of Murray, FreeROOM unfurnished apartment.
an Fitts or Lowery Parker. We
Available now. Private bath and
re in urgent need of funds for
entrance. 5th and Pine. Adults
upkeep of the cemetery.
only. Phone 498-R.
June 17C
June ITC
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WANTED'

BABYS 6 weeks, 2 years, to keep
CHEVROLET, 1955 V8 2 door,
in my home, 105 /4. 10th St. ExKy. license. Phone 1142 or 1821.
perienced with child
ie
TFC
.1,
4P
FOR TOBACCO HAIL insurance, SCHOOL JEACHER,
W. W.
Claude Miller. Phone 758 and veteran, BA. and MA. degrees
,
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11-Year Kidnap
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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german ta
12-Imclare
33 -Teutonic deity
14-More certain
15--Rescue
Equallt y
37-Tell
31-Ursine animals
41-Prefix. ball
42-Fail back
44-Lessen
47-Devoured
46-Cl-a:ate
MS-Tiny particle
41-Deface
111-Winter vehicle
41--Placiea

12-City in Russia
11-earns-prectous
{Wile

14-Cushion
17-Re''I
la-Above
31-Nnyllah poet
22-Thiroughfare
24-Contend
9-River In
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cor.nll, 1 saw that Dining- but I
, nad escorted liathy to ha.

31.

ertet th'n't t ee-12. worh

far •.- tilln,-;hain. He'd ea overf
r:
J
• antr&i.a.i :r •
heat...4 as well as stubb3rn, rit'd
•
r...
a ht.''in •ry ;
-I gian ed toward tr.. lioilse
make a .f h•tw if he had Co kill me
3stare beck. 5.
&Mope.;
latigic.n
as
e
was
and Letgbone to do it. rd wait
hhatilleah Itif
Pirenea. gthwasassea
by U. bitt. I -OM tc.viesur
Joe and ,eha,r up the ramp temelc the a few days and see how it wentIii. wife. Mirah. Woo has
ii.ed in • steps She had completely ignoreO
Someone came in and 1 glanced
chair. since as • vati‘mt. Joe
ret..s s S-:rah's e.. is to curb
but that. 1 told myself. up. It Was Ben Sawhill, the
Ma
- gt. i. en'-.. syslast
aersuis wha was exactly what Kathy must Canon City lawyer who
ebanery. hi. &rnentnettims if
nandled
Suter1 have expected
Valky sal particularly against
Joe's legal work, a big, rawboned
.
set. Ue.. who try Irr dim
land there
Dodson walked along, his head man who looked more like a farOs this n.ornlsg Well is news
gosh
.1- e Pardee eW t:ase
I dm.-n, and r ,sentiy he said: mer than like a lawyer. He ...vas
- ham.
cr of Joe• ciiii,inoula1:61116s
Gabe Idobe real bed now. There smart and honest, and Joe had
lizes Joe and rotes z,oih heause of 'ain't a man
Per tisttertiesa town.•1 J ,c The
in the valley who i always trusted him. Sawhill
taros
j men art headed hir tr.aitile
would du right by Sarah, 1
can
do what Joe done."
at Carl5.•. *bore Bean. hae tvlked
thought.
of a
"That's right.," I said.
satiodolirn with Per
3,,.•
stops
34.•,egy at uta way,. iri
Ho looked down at me for a
A TIC rzhbor.
We walked across the dusty moment
Ka'.1.y Mar
, Wilic Will and Gcne
. Be said, "We're reading
tn.t
C
h n
find a -roup yard to where the other ranchers the will
0 ti swimmer fai in. is in, rin.pell
tonight. 'I've got to get
aremilisig his Reel eapectantly. there stood, the air still and hot, the back to Canon City
tomorrow. I
Will sun swingin
peult..irdy tvolisei that B.
g down toward the want you to fetch
Asa
been
Kathy Morhired to 19411 a*.the stiaapa
Sangre de Cristo range. Then gan.
's*.a.:e to nett settlement Is the elsShe's
named in the will."
Dillingham came striding toward
ler
.:113nr. enraged. order..althe
I
stood
up.
"You're
crazy. Ben!
campers
Aral out of
us with his rolling, bowlegged She wouldn'
t•our. Wlien J..* arrivestown la an
t step into this house.
and con- walk.
fronts Al Be.oet. his
Sarah
is la fast, but
wouldn't
let
her
through
aLscr than Bean, s.
"I won't take more'n a minute
Crazy with
the door if she did come."
gel I. Dtninstiam empties
his ran boys," he said. "Just seemed
tato rAtiV 'it's
to
"Sarah will let her," he said
Joe firldre,,e,
words t
Viil *PrtMise me me we'd best decide something heavily. "I:ve asked
her. I don't
yea 11 take care of Kathy.while we're together. It ain't no know
how you stood on Joe's
_
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secret that Joe was responsible family
trouble, but as far aa Pm
for this valley being what it is. concern
4 '
ed he never deserved a
Soon
as
the
farmers hear they woman as good as Sarah!
VEIIYONE in the valley came
But
don't
have
to
buck
him
no more, somebody's got to get Kathy here,
to Joe's funeral. even Kath)
Nforgtn. :the stood oy herself, they'll be back here by the bun- or at least ask her and hope she
away front the others, crying
won't come"
all
"1 don't think so," Dodson said.
through Um service. Sivah, sit"All right," I said. "I'll go."
ting in her -wheel chair et the "Not till atteang, anyhow."
I saddled up and rode to Carltrraveside. didn't shed a tear. I j Dillingham glowered at him. ton, wondering about what Saw!Thoug
h
Dodson
wasn't an aggres- hill had said. He'd done
couldn't tell by looking at her
Joe's
whether she felt sorrow or not. sive man, the fart that he owned legal work and taken his money,
the
Anchor
made
him Important, but apparently he'd hated him
S
Dillingham looked stunned. I
all
suppnee I did. dors I was stir- , and Dillingham couldn't very well the time. He wns-as much on
•prsed to find I didn't feel intense ignore bins. Gene said: "I figger Sarah's side as Dogbonr, was. I
grief, although I'm sure my emo- we can't take no chances. I ain't wasn't sure why.
Then I began thinking ebout
tions were not like Sarah's. I a owner, but I reckon the widowil
had loved Joe Pardde: I had re- ask me to rod this outfit, seeing Gene Dillingham and her he disrye
as
been
here a long time and liked Sarah. He'd
spected him; yet he wasn't a man
give her a bad
whose death brought piercing 'or- know the way Joe operated; but time. If she left everything in
,that
ain't
the
point.
Joe
done a his hands, they'd get along. but
• row.
I job. The least we can do is to go I didn't think
I thought about that as the
she would. I knew
on
doing
it.
He
was
presiden
t I'd have to stay. I'd swallow my
preacher talked, searching my
of
the
Easter
Valley
Cattlem
en's
pride
a
heart and ti-cling a Wile guilty.
dozen times a day. I'd
t Association as long as I've been take things
off Dillingham rd
Joe couldn't have been censured
around here. Well, we'd better get never take off
any other man:
for any ot nis killings. The men
another
one
before something when I remembered the things
who had conic here had known
happens."
Sarah had done for me, staying
the risks they were taking. Unlike the farmers who hired Al I He looked at the men in front on the Box P was little enough
of him, but none of them said to do for her.
Beam, Joe had never dodged an
what he expected to hear, that
Kathy opened the door the inobligation by hiring someone else
he would make a good president.
stant I knocked. She motioned
to take his place.
There was an awkward silence. toward a chair.
her'eyes red and
I kept turning over In my mind Finally
Dodson said: "Looks to swollen. I glanced' around
the discovery I'd made about Joe. me like
the
you're
out
of line, Gene. room. Everything was neat and
With all of his virtues, he lacked The
cOlustiiiition and by-laws says Clean.
one important quality. pity. I'd the
president has got to be an
"How will you make out,
never given it a thought while
owner. Maybe you'd better buy Kathy?" 1 asked.
be was alive, but now I realized
the Box P from Mrs. Pardee."
She was a large woman, but
he'd been a hard, driving man He
cleared hia throat., and then shapely, with a pleasant
suffering from an overpowering added;
voice
"VVell meet the first Sat- and a friendly manner
that made
*sense of. May. Looking hack
urday night of October in the her liked by the men.
She could
acroos the years I'd lived here schoolho
use."
do a good many things well, inand'worked with him. I couldn't
He walked toward his rig, call- cluding playing poker. I'd
remember a time when he
heard
ing to his wife. The rest of them some grumbling about
had
thet,
Shown genuine sympathy for anscattered in a matter of seconds. the price of 'her liquor. She and
was
ethsr than's troubie.
Dillingham and I were the only the. kind who'd always
make out.
I was aware that the service ones
left. Vie was red In the face,
"I'll
get
a
10
n
g."
she
said,
WAS over when Gene Dilling
ham and butt.
finally.
came to me and said, "Tell the
"They'll heed
"Ben Sawhill sent me to tell
ranchers I leant to see them be- done! They'll me before they're
find out." He swung you he's readin, the will hirtight,"
lore they go, Will."
around and walked -toward the I said. "Vim la.' supposed
to be
•
I told them, eleven men ranging house.
there."
rorn Alec Dridson, whose Anchor
/ went into the bilnkhouse and
She
tipped
her
head
hack and
• was the biggest spread in the sat
down. I roiled and smoked looked at. me, and the hope that
coutitry, an down to the little a el aret.
and stared at the log she'd say No vanished at once.
ten-cow poverty outfits in the wall and the
potbellied stove.
She said; 'Therm you, Will I'll 1
, grid- south half of the valley. As Then
I wondered if I would stay i be there."
1 walked beside Dodson towlird an. I didn't want to leave Sarah,
(To Be Coatiroa"11
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During the middle of the winter, the temperature on Amceney
Peaks dropped to 36 degrees below zero, while winds of 60 to
100 miles an hour were not uncommon.

The crews that remained in the
new building had to sleep in
hammocks suspended over the
Jammed-in microwave gear, generators and heaters. Sometimes
they sledt outside in improvised
tents.

By spring, the battle was finally .won, the new microwave
link formally dedicated and the
crews left the mountain. As_
they came Gown, tne ranchers at
"Cow Camp" admitted they were
A 60-fma tower was dropped wrong when they insisted the job
on the site, in 20-foot, sections, couldn't be done during a Monby light plane. The aircraft also tana winter.

The Northern Captain and the Souther
n Colonel as played by
Gregg Palmer and John Dehner in the United
Artist release
"Revelt at Fort Laramie" opening Sunday at
the Murray DriveIn Theatre for its First Run in Murray.
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1-Period of time
3-Repowiew
4-Man's !lame
6-71ote of scale
6-81mtan
7-Imprtss
II-Parts of
jacket
11-116itternese
10-I tines
11-Fruit drisk
16-N umber
In--Report
22-Hehreer month
21--Ardent
n-flie in debt
27-Biblical weed•
2y_.-1).-mated
9-Affirmative
vote
9-Toning,
32-Satisfy
34-Pletriet In
Germany
3S- Da nee pl
36-- Man*s name
33-Meadrov
39-41reek letter
45-Go by WSW
42 -Male ;trees,
qniall 'AU
nter•
re (pt.)
45-A ata
abbe.)
46-

MARIA
NANOS, 13-year-old
Greek girl, waves on arrival
at New York's IdlewIld airport after being brought to the
U.S. from Buchareat, Romania.
When she was 2 years old she
was /matched from her family
by Communist guerrillas. She
was located through efforts of
Senator Paul Douglas (D).
Illinois. She went on to her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Michael
Nanos, Chicago. (ieterentionnl)

L&R
PHILLIPS 66
SERVICE STATION
owned arid operated by
* MAX LOVETT
* BILL ROBERTS
4th & Chestnut
Ph. 211

_
Murray Livestock Co.
- MARKET REPORT

Sales Each Tuesday at 2:00 O'clock
June 11, 1957
TOTAL HEAD 1113
Good Quality Fat Steers
19.00-21.50
Med. Quality Butcher Cattle
15.00-18.50
Baby Beeves
15.00-22.00
Fat Cows, Beef Type
12.50-14.90
Canners and Cutters
6.00-11.50
Bulls
.... 12.00-18.80
VEALS Fancy Veals
No. 1 Veals
No, 2 Veals
Throwouts
HOGS180 to 240 pounds

•

OH, BOY --- A
SEA SHELL

22.50
21.20
18.50
6.00-17.00
19.25
by end* Basheillar

I CAN HEAR
THE OCEAN
ROAR

*c 0SEFS 5 A
St'A PS
5° h

PHOOEY --EVEN THAT
THING HAS
COMMERC4 ALS

.43

CHAPTER

Atka%

Ile

E

sobs

1441W
Po OA
C.4.0

ABBIE an' SLATS

PROBABLY A SNIFF OF SMELLING
SALTS'LL DO THE WWI(, DOC. THAT'S
THE WAY WE USUALLY REVIVE
MEN WHO HAVE WEN EXPOSED
10 GLEHQ4 GLANDULA FOR
ANY TIME'

Lt' MINER

ALLUS KNOWED
THAR WAS A YOKUM
FAMBL-1 "SECRET

Of,

••••••••
••••

Ala
-

by &wawa Vas
HE'LL COME TO $LOWLY
AND START muAta.ING HER
mAmE. relella (SIGH)
SUCKER

IT WASN'T ME THAT
--11)14NTED. IT WAS

(4140kE) HER!!

11, Al CM.
-AN'"10 HA I T
GONNA SEE ITff
6TOO -00H1,17
.
TIIIRRIDUE 10

lIi

..

brought food and such inert:ments as a delicate field strength
meter that was encased in a huge
padded box to ease its fall into
the snow drifts.

of

aRR
,. RU

2,

SNAIL
ARK
P SiTk, G E E
NT
R
A 04
A
II
C
I. E US
K.
'V
A

0

DOWN

II

bW

14

I-Torrid

v

strong that the scrub pine on
the crest of the peaks have no
branches on their southwest side.
Construction of the facility
kept up during the winter by
men who made their way to the
site on special 'snow -cats," machines equipped with wide treads
tia travel over the snow which
reaches a depth of 95 feet in
the area,

Answer to Yesterday'. Puzzle

31-Ancient

I-Courageous
person
11--Ototructa

.1

(12C

PAGE SEVEN

tin Gateway highway to Yellowstone Park.
The crew members originally
went to the station site by truck,
but snows soon drifted over the
trail, blocking the road so the
truck could not get out after
bringing in initial supplies..
A small cinder-biocx house was
per werd few three days.
Claieltaid
S are payable Is advance.
constructed during weather so
bad that the blocks had to be
heated and then passed to a
By MURRAY M. MOLER
wants employment for 8 weeks.
mason who, his visibility impared
Will consider any type of work.
United Preen Staff Correspondent by drifting snow, put
LIVESTOCK REPORT
them in
Phone 5I2-W.
BOZEMAN, Mont June 15P
- A place "by, feel"
ST. LOUIS NAT'L STOCKparty
of
bearded
construc
tion
IlPi
The predominant wind i, so
- Livestock:
EXPERIENCED Waitress. Apply YARDS
Hogs 10,500. Fairly active; Bar--- workers and electronic experts
in person.- The Hut, 15th and
has
been
proclai
med
victorio
us
Olive, Monday thru Friday. Call rows and gilts 'steady to 25
In the grueling wintertime "Bat1602 or 1618.
June 17C cents higher; sows steady to tle of Anneney
Feaks."
strong; U. S. 1 to 3 180 to 240
lb barows and gilts mixed weight
The men began their fight late
and grade 19.25 to 20; I and 2 last fall
when, after extensive
190 to 230 lb to 20.2.5; No. 1 aerial surveys
, the
Bozeman
0".
and 2 around 200 to 213 lb 20.35 commun
ity Television system seand over 100 head at 20.a0; lected a spot
on the 9'500-footsows one to three 400 lbs down high peaks
for erection of a mi16.25 to 17.25; under 310 lbs crowave relay
station.
17.50.
The relay was designed to bring
Cattle 1,800. Calves 600. Slow; "live" television
programs from
steady; standard and good year- an Idaho Falls station,
KID-TV,
lings 19 to 21; few high good to the Bozema
n system. Idaho
ana choice 21.75 to 22; COWS Falls in turn,
has its own elecmoderately active and firm; Manic link with
the transcontinutility and commercial 14 to ental network
through Salt Labke
16.50; bulls steady; utility and City TV stations
.
commercial 15 to 17; vealers and
The Anceney Peaks are only
calves generally steady; choice 20 miles east of the Contine
ntal
. 22 to 24-, few high choice and Divide. The repeater station
was
prime 25.
located 180 mfles northeast of
a
Sheep 800. Spring lambs barely Idaho Falls and 31 airline miles
steady to weak; early sales good southwest of 'Bozeman.
and choice 20 to 22.50; few head
However, the road from Bozechoice and prime 23; utility and man to be peaks traverses more
good 1 7to 19; cull to choice than 40 miles, the fast 12 over
shorn slaughter ewes fully steady a stock trail from a ranch called
at 2.50 to 5.50.
"Cow Camp" just of the Galls-

JOSIPIIS fateEVOY, nephew of
Mrs. Gave Beck, Sr., look"'
pretty responsive here aelki
appear, before the Senate labor
Investigation in Washington,
but actually he invoked the
fifth amendment 90 times, not
answering, for instance, whether the Teamsters union paid
turn 930,000 in a two-year
period. Dave Beek, Jr's appearance d e ve 130 "fifth
amendments" • from him. In
earlier appearlinces, however,
Dave Benaopt. scared some
(bsternatkitusi)
200 noes.
ee-eriesispe
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.•
witness Tells Account Of
Eye
Vet Says Dogs
Are Good
Death Of Japanese Woman
Patients

;4...
I
•
straight so far as the object of his
•
hatred is concerned. Jealousy leads
to hatred and hatred to murder.
•
While they were eating and
discussing the likelihood that Joseph would remain in the pit un- Precedent
,-..
ehneek
.6 Las"(
til hunger, thirst and exposure
v
•
brought death, a caravan of Egyoverisitowht
'vas dissatisfied.
'
By George Burnham
I was about to
Editors Note:
ptian traders came along on their%
oirhelp
ard pointingnM
News Editor
"If doctors treated newborn
trench
resnacw
h tG
way to Egypt. Thrifty Judah ad.camOnplaydiotwd
two
treatI
rs.i nSoa‘k'
babies like many ministers
rifle
Christianity Today Magazine
vanced the idea that they might
-S. Girard
NEW YORK CITY -"This is young Christians the mortality
get rid of the dreamer without
BY SHERI GILES
and a 29 - year - old Japanese at me. It looked very dangerous
EvANFrosl, Ill. ---e- Dogs farmer
actually shedding his blood by all the Christmases I have ever rate would be a shocking thing.
witnessed the fatal but I thought he was joking.
to behold," remarked Graham in are good patients and appreciate
II
•
dicated that his brethren and selling him to these traveling known rolled up into one."
Anyway, I started to run away
Joseph, A Favorite Son
shooting of yrs. Naka Sakai on
I
The expressive statement was an appeal for New York clergy- what is done for them, according
Genesis 37:3-8. 23-24. 31-34
parents would one day fall down merchants. R lizing that no money
a U.S_ ._firiza range at Somaga- down the hill when I heard a
,
.
'.
ill. .
Joseph. the eleventh of Jacob's and make obeisance to Joseph. His could accrue from letting Joseph made by a New York minister men to encourage them in Chris- to a veterinarian.
hara. Japan, last Jan. 30. A shot and something went bss ray
..D
twelve sons, was born in Padan- brothers were enraged by the very die in the pitS;11 of the brothers during the Billy Graham Crusade tian , growth. -Babies in Christ
key issue .in the case has been left foot. My back was to Girart.
ea
ogs ckhave been known._.
now
•
under
way
at
Madison
grow
strong
by
reading
their c
aram about six years before his thought that he should be given approved the roposal . of Judah.
- whether Girard scattered empty
to a doctor for
When I turned around I saw V
father returned to Canaan. He was dominion over them. Joseph could They removed him from the pit Square Garden.. ,He was stirred. Bibles daily. by spending time in tonal reatment,„ . Dr,---1. V. La cartridge shells to entice the him crouched down and putting
liff'""'
;• - •
night
after
night
as
he
watched
prayer,
by
living
and
witnessing
the favorite sou of his father. This not help dreaming, but he need and sold him to the traders for
woman scrap metal scavenger another empty catridge into his
Corix said in an interview,
'
.
fact may have been due to differ- not have told his dream, even twenty pieces of silves. not think- the spiritual impact reach into for Christ and by being faithful
Japaas
before
shooting
her.
suffic-gun.Girard's gun was equipped
"Every practicing veterinarian
eat things. such as the folldwing: though it was God-given, when ing about how he might be treat- the hearts of businessmen, show in their churches.'
Gi- with a grenade launcher.
nese quarters have charged.
.
Some ministers continue to has noted that dogs are
card's
he was born after Jacob had pass- no helpful purpose could be ac- ed. That amount was the price of people, teen-agers, society matsoldier companion, SP 3-C
appreciate
iently
intelligent
to
Girard . stood up and came
object to the large and efficient
ed the age of ninety; he was the .complished thereby.
c slave between the ages of five rons and derelicts,
,
treatment which eases their pain Victor Nickel, of. !lister, Mich.. closer to the trench where Mrs.
organization, brought
minister,
evidently
in
Another
together
brother
and
each'
reson of Rachel, the wife of his first
twenty,
so
comment
on
One day Jacob sent Joseph to
and contributes to their comfort." has refused public
.
. Sakai was. He shouted, "get out
from
three
continents
in
deep
Garden
an
thought,
sat
in
the
effort
._
less
than
a
dollar
and
a
love; he was born in answer to inquire about ,his ten brothers ceived
Dogs will even remember where 'he charge. Hidetsugu Onozeki, of here. get oat of here." .
prayer; he possessed superior qu- who were away from home. When half in our money for Joseph. .one night long after the benedic- to penetrate the heart of the a vet lives, he said, and some- Mrs. Sakai's companion on Jan.
world's biggest city.
Mrs. Saksi Felt
alities. and he demonstrated a re- they beheld Joseph approaching in Naturally, those merchants never Ilan had been pronounced. There
times travel great distances on SO, today gave the United Press
Just then Mrs. Sakai started_ ...
The Charlotte Observer, in a
Inarkable devotion to his aged the distance, they were so incest- dreamed of what a.treasure they had not been enough regular
his version of the incident. His
their
own
when
they
feel
a
need
.
counselors to meet the need of recent issue, carried an editorial
to climb out of the trench. Thema'.
father.
sad that "they conspired against had obtained in the one whom
.
for treatment. He said a fox ter- account follows: ,
v:
was another shot and I saw Mrs.
Os
s
.--- From his experience in the him to slay him. And they said they had purchased for that small the tsondreds who had surged in answer to such attacks. It said: rier he had once treated returned
1
forward at the invitation, and he
-If Billy Graham needs any
Sakai .fall forward on her face
household of his own father, Jacob one to another. Behold, this amount of money.
By HIDETSUGU ONOZEKI
to
him
much
later
with
an
arrow
1
'
with her arms spread out. She
should have linovrn the folly of dreamer cometh. Comae now ttieFor that pittance each of those had volunteered his services in defense against those who object wound.
As Told To United Press
moaned but didn't say anything
parental partiality and refrained refore, and let us slay him, and brothers bought Many years of helping one to find Christ. It 1 to his evangelistic work because
SOMAGAHARA, Japan (tri - I was standing about eight yards
i r•--- ' ------ .
No Couch Cases
from any display of it. Parents are cast him into some pit, and we lack of self-respect of troubled was a rich expsrience. As the they do not approve of h i s
There
were
about
70
or
80
vilout
all
flickered
over
lights
the
she
fell.
from where
'organized
can
methods',
he
Anxiety, worrying about his
itsetified in manifesting pleasure will say, Some evil beast hath de- conscience and of .painful mem.by himself- merely turn to St. Paul."
surroundings, or even firecreck- lagers at the firing range that
j
Girard ran up to her. He
at the obedience of one child and voured him." "Dreamer" was ones. Sin pays dividends. but in Garden. he sat off
day,
watching
the
American
solstill
thinking
about
it,
And
big
"When Paul decided to evan- era on the Fourth of July can
leaned over and put his hand on
displeasure at the disobedience of simply a term of reproach. Con- the form of distress and dispair.
diers
conduct
an
exercise.
Mrs.
tears
ran
from
his
eyes.
gelize that den of iniquity, make a dog lose his appetite or
another, but they should ever be sidering themselves very practical
Mrs Sakai's back and sh iok
With the hope of concealing
Sakai
and
I
were
among
them.
'
.
One • clergyman, before\the Epheus, he did not go at once. become physically sick, La Croix
'her, but she didn't move.
careful to give encouragement to men of the world, they thought of their treachery, the ten brothers
First the soldiers fired live
'
the commendable traits of all a- Joseph as a "sissy." What they took the coat which had been campaign began. determined that Instead, he sent two advance said. But he thinks the new trend
Girard turned to me and cal-40 I
The next I
is
ammunition.
Then
they..
divided
•-• • •hire and to express their disan- demanded as men of affairs was made especially for Joeaph, dipp- he was going to put everything agents, Aquila and Priscilla, who toward animal "psychiatry"
,
Itg, look t
into two groups-one group went led out, ''Papasan", motioning me
"silly."
it
and
trust
he
had
into
God
for
had
two
years
of
experience
goat,
had
young
.
proval of evil in all alike,
in
a
the blood of
action, so the very idea that they ed it
to come.
'
that runs
Basic psychological principles up the hill and the other stayed
When Joseph was seventeen. should ever- come to serve one took it -to Jacob and asked him the blessings in his church. He in Corinth and before that in
town.
I talked to Mrs. Sakai and
below and loaded their guns
Jacob gave him a coat of many whom they regarded as etfemi- if it was not the one which he organized a special bus every Rome. Their job was to organize are of'en employed in treatment
with blank ammunition for an touched her back. "Obasan, Obacolors as a token of affection, a nate was repugnant to them had given to his favorite son, flight and rejoiced each time on the campaign and to soften up of animals, he said, but "this
attack on the grows on the hill. san." I said but she didn't an
L D. Mill
business
of
trying
to
determine
trip
because
the
return
some
of
Ephesus
for
the
main
event
when
had
of
ofreward of merit and badge
They hated him:" Their hatred They told him that they
When the exercise was over, swer and I knew she wasetlead.
job in gen
the cause of the disturbance is
lice. That coat distinguished Jo- was born of jealousy and envy found it, bin they did not state the people who left with him- Paul arrived."
Mrs.
rest
and
„,
The
exact
time
when
the soldiers lay down to
the brush
"They were helped by a bril- screwball."
seph from all of his brothers. He Nothing so poisons the springs of that it belonged to Joseph. They returned with a new joy in their
we (the villagers) moved toward Sakai was shot was five minutes
was greatly handicapped by the character and good behavior as to merely allowed him to draw his faces. Another bus had to be tient young man from Alexan- "You can't put a dog on a them to see if they would give to I. p.m.
The city
way in which Jacob displayed his be jealous of another. Those bro- own conclusion in the matter, added when thy first became dria named Apollos-the kind of couch, ask him questions, and
-4
Girard had gone away but he
benefit fro
orator who could make an audi- take notes on his answers," he us some empty shells to sell !fir
fasortism for him. Favortism a- thers had so allowed jealously, re- Jacob readily recognized it as the overcrowded,
scrap.
returned soon with another sold-)
under the
The case histories of two ence eat out of his hand-who said.
mong children is one of the most sentment and hatred can do this., coat of Joseph and naturally preSome of the soldiers got up ier who hado first aid kit.
La Croix became a veterinaip-s• of Co
harmful influences that can ent- In their enraged condition they sumed or concluded that hts.son churches in London have been did much of the softening up
"Get out of
Police, Officers Arrive
shOW U p
er a home. It puts the child who planned a crime whish. hey nev- had been killed by some wild repeated many times in New work after Aquila and Priscilla rian in 1908. when few practit- and shouted at us,
Japanese police and some othbut they i
Harringay corrected his doctrinal errors." loners treated dogs and cats, and here."
the
/
Is highly favored at a terrible dis- Cr could have rectified and which beast. He mourned the loss of- his York. During
All
the
soldiers,
including
recognize
run
er
first
to
villagers
started
to
was
one
of
the
officers,
ar-Then came Paul, not alone,
•
the follow
advantage, alienates the affections they would have regretted until son, refIsing to be comforted • On Crusade., a minister and his conthen.
away.
But
rived
Girard
pracMrs.
Sakai
and
I
were
was
driven
of the other children and destroys death,
the hypocrisy of those sons who gregation did everything possible but accompanied by a team of the need for small animal
,-1I
a little way apart from t h e away it a jeep.
Timothy, tice.
professionals,
ThisMI
re n
confidence in the parents. The
At the suggestion of Reuben, tried to comfort their father when to cooperate They made a house- tough
..
I
Later, I went to Camp Whit_
He was recently presented with group, so we were behind the
ley was 31
weanng of that unusual coat was they decided not to kill Joseph, they ,were the sole cause of his to-house canvass and provided Luke and others. all of whom
tington where Girard is stationed
of 10(00 A
a distinction which Joseph's bro- but to cast him into a pit. Heart- grief. Thelt?"-ingensibility to his free transpoitatIon. The pastor had been through the mill, fought the Mark L. Morris Animal others.
Mrs. Sakai and I were about with the U.S. 1st Cavalry Divithat he ju
thers were quick to resent. They lessly they seized him. stripped . Sorrow is an indleation of hold' said the Membership of ho with mobs and spent some days Foundation Small Animal Award
for his work with dogs and 10 'yards from two soldiers by SIMI, and picked him out from
construed it as being a move on him of his beautHul coat of many 'sin hardens the heart to the suf.: church tripled as a result of the and nights in prison."
a machine gun. One of them (the among. about 30 soldiers dressed
1,From the !tamers mentioned in cats.
We were s
effort. 7
the part of their father to make colors, took him by force, threw fering of another:
•
But the doctor, who has been man I later identified as Girard with full equipment.
ran ov
0
Paator in London was the Epistles and in Acts in con• younger brother the head of Irttn into a pit and seated themAlau
i seer
t
However...we must hot forged gai
He was .easy to remember beart abour
the Earringay meetings 'section with the ,Ephesus cam- a publisher of veterinary books when Army officers took me to
the house, and they determined selves nearby to enjoy the dain- that Jacob *is simply reining
Whittington)
held
up cause he Ls handsome and has
It was .in,
that they would not permit It te ,ties he had brought from home. what he had sown. Many years rum the start. The congregation paign, It _e-an be estimated that and a zoo consultant as well Camp
a baby face
Paul had a team of about 20 as a practicing vet, believes about 10 small catridges.
have had
take place.
Jacob had been very unwise „In 'ilisiller he had wronged his broth.- did nothing. However, about 30
He said to Mrs. Sakai, "MamaI knew Mrs. Sakai only as a
times to I
persons, all experts, who knew there's nothing like a dog.
.
In addition to Jacob's partiality showing partiality, but that did er and deceived his father de- of the people who made decisolis
"The cat is a selfish species san koko takusan" brass, and neighbor .and to say hello to.
around in the business
of them.
and Joseph's righteous conduct, not justify his sons in committing ception and lying. "Be not deceiv- listed his church as their pre- their way
without much loyalty," he said threw the shell casings on the There was no particular reason
.
evangelism."
the dreams of the latter incurred such a dastardly deed, which had ad; God is not mocked for what-' ference. He didn't contact the of
-"So, if Hilly Graham has too "Be generally attaches himself other side of a shallow trench, for my being with her on that
t
made an effort to prove
This este
the animosityanimosity of his brethren. In been inspited by the green-eyed 'never a man soweth. that shall 30 and
like the on
his point that ths decisions were much organization, he has an to a home. rather than to an Mrs. Sakai and I ran to pick day.
one of his dreams Joseph saw nianster of jealousy. Never give he also reap."
.
individual."
them up.
'
Since she was killed, I have
ago. It us
not real by stating that only excellent precedent."
himself and his brothers binding this sin a place in your heart. A
, Then Girard threw some more been back to the firing range
to reeds a
The 'head" of a shrimp houses about 10 of them sver showed
sheaves in the field, and in his jealous persons is insane. tempAbout , 300 villagers go
James Abbott McNeill Whist- 'shells but these went into the twice
INDIANAPOLIS - Ills - "For
of the sire
had
dream his own sheaf stood up- orarily His judgment is warped the crustacean's heart and stom- up for services. He said he
model "T" Ford lerys American artist. was born 'trench and Mrs Sakai went in every day. But I don't want to .%
/111 ,
right, while the sheaves of his and biased, and he is usually in- acts,. The tasty, meaty tail is admitted about two families hot Sale" sign on a
to get them.
go back again
*re. Price
wen,
was pretty sure one of these -vintage 1925: "One Owner." July 10. 1834
brethren bowed to his. This in- capable of seeing OT thinking the peel that is
.
----,
Windt! Re
. . .
a good bu.
.
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Billy Graham Has Excellent
In Evangelism
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LOTS IN EXCLUSIVE CIRCARAMA
ARE NOW AVAILABLE

C\s-/

.1ReARAmA

C

Here's Why....

_,
_
. n.• .i 10.

.

You Will Want A Home

NINTH

. •.

I

.

,

CIRCARAMA

1

____,--------, v... ______
1

6

.........

I

....ZONED LOTS
Each home built in Circarama must conform to the
protective covenants which are on record at the Calloway
County Courthouse for your inspection. This protection
insures au property owners in Circarama a home in an
seclusive area.
This type of protection is unobtainable elsewhere in
Murray. There are no through streets, truck routes, etc.,
thus maintaining the top value for every home located in
Cicarama.
....A NEIGHBORHOOD PLAYGROUND
This special feature of Circarama has more than two
acres of playing space. Swings, sand pits and other playground equipment will be installed by the owner and developer. Notice the two paved walks which provide Scseas for all the home owners and their children in the
subdivision. No street is on arti side of it, insuring corn•
plete safety from road hazards.
ULTRAMODERN
MODERN STREETS
Which are below the level of the lots to provide ade•s
- uate drainage and the absolute in beauty These streets
command a fifty foot right of way with grassy shoulders
and waterways which gives the homeowner the feeling
the feeling of suburban living at its best.
and, MURRAY'S MOST DESIRABLE LOCATION
Churches, schools, a neighborhood shopping district
'are all nearby Circarama. Only six blocks from the heart
of Murray's downtown section! Yet, it is far enough from
the congested areas to prssside an "open spaces" atmos-
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OWNER and DEVELOPER
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-
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CONTRACTOR
•

Elmer Y. Hollis '..-,'

.

'
49
-- - - -

LAND PLAT by
DISTRICT ZONE LAND

Drive Out Sunday Afternoon,
Or Any Day - See It Yourself

PLANNER, F.H.A.
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SPECIAL CONSIDERATION
will be given to those who plan- to build this year. Be
among the first to build in order to have the choicest
building sites from which to select. Several lots have established trees, and all lots are landscaped with new
,
rhade trees and shrubs.
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